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ABSTRACT
Recognition is a deep and fundamental question in computer vision. If approached correctly, object
recognition provides insight to several interesting problems with crucial applications. In a typical
setting, recognition is defined as the problem of learning about a fixed set of categories from
training examples provided for those categories. At test time, then the problem is to which of
those learned categories a test image belongs. This thesis tries to question the typical settings
of recognition and shows remarkable achievements as a result of shifting our point of view to
fundamentals of recognition.
In current settings, the final goal of recognition systems is to predict a list of category name tags
for images. But there is more to recognition that a list of category names. Images exhibit a great
deal of information that cannot be conveyed with a list of name tags. The main focus of this thesis
is to produce richer descriptions for images. Inspired by how human describe images, our goal is to
describe images with sentences. This thesis introduces a non-parametric approach for describing
images with sentences that produces promising results. Exploring the idea of describing images
with sentences raises deep and interesting concerns in recognition: how to deal with unfamiliar
objects, how to describe objects, and how to recognize complex composites of objects.
This thesis introduces visual attributes and shows how the attribute-based recognition can rea-
son about unfamiliar objects. The attribute-based recognition also allows description of objects,
the reporting of unusual properties of familiar objects, and learning about novel categories with
few or even no visual training examples (from pure textual descriptions of categories). Analogous
to phrases in machine translation, this thesis also introduces visual phrases; elements of recogni-
tion that correspond to a chunk of meaning bigger than objects and smaller than scenes. Visual
phrases exhibit such a characteristic appearance that makes detecting them as one entity much
ii
simpler and significantly more accurate than detecting the participating objects. This thesis shows
that including visual phrases in the vocabulary of recognition results in significant improvements
in recognition.
The work presented in this thesis tries to provide insight to deep and yet basic questions in
recognition: What should we recognize? At what level should we recognize entities? What does
learning about some objects reveal about other objects? What should we say when an unfamiliar
object is presented? How can we learn to predict deviations from typicalities in categories? What
should be the output of a recognition system? And what is the quantum of recognition?
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Object recognition is a fundamental and yet open problem in computer vision. If approached cor-
rectly, recognition may yield significant improvements in several application domains like surveil-
lance, security, and quality of life applications. Recognition might even provide profound insight
into human visual system. In the last decade, we have observed tremendous growth in recognition
machinery and methodologies. We now have more reliable object recognition and scene under-
standing methods. In a typical setting, recognition is defined as the problem of learning about
a fixed set of categories from training examples provided for those categories. At test time, the
problem is stated as to which of those learned categories a test image belongs. In this setting, the
final goal of any recognition system is to predict a list of category name tags for images.
There is more to recognition than naming. Images exhibit a great deal of information that a list
of category name tags cannot convey. The ultimate goal of the work presented in this thesis is to
provide richer descriptions for images. In fact, this thesis is an attempt to provide human quality
descriptions of images in a form similar to how humans describe images. This thesis is centered
around seeking insight into a) what to infer from an image and, b) how to represent the knowledge
gained from the image.
Current paradigms of recognition describe an image with a list of object category and scene
names. For example, the left image in Figure 1.1 illustrates the ultimate goal of current recognition
paradigms: a list of name tags. Compare this form of representation with the right side of Figure
1.1. In a compact and concise form, humans can provide rich descriptions for images that reveal
important information about relationships and properties. A list of name tags may not be a suitable
form of representation for the amount of knowledge exhibited by an image. A typical description
of the image in Figure1.1 looks like: “A young man kneels on the side walk beside his bicycle
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Figure 1.1: Knowledge formation. Left: An illustration of the ultimate goal of current paradigms
of recognition: a list of name tags. Compare this form of representation with the one on the right.
There is more to recognition than just naming. Images exhibit a great deal of information about
objects, their properties, relationships between objects, actions, events, and locations. A list of
names cannot represent the amount of information in an image. Our methods learn to describe
images with sentences. Right: This is how human describe the picture above. In fact, among
all the objects depicted in the image, humans select some of the interesting objects, put them in
context in terms of relationships and properties, and then relate the objects with actions. Our goal
is to produce these types of statements about images.
while talking to his cell phone and writing something down.”
Our goal to learn to describe images with sentences. For most pictures, humans can prepare a
concise description in the form of a sentence relatively easily (Figure 1.1). Such descriptions might
identify the most interesting objects, the properties of the objects, what they are doing in the image,
and where this is happening. These descriptions are rich, because they are in sentence form. They
are accurate, with good agreement between people. They are concise because humans tend not to
mention objects or events that they judge to be less significant. Finally, they are consistent because
people tend to agree on what is mentioned. I believe sentences are the right representation for
images mainly because they convey a great deal of information about objects and their properties
and relationships.
This thesis proposes a non-parametric approach to describe images with sentences. This ap-
proach is attractive because it is symmetric; given an image (resp. sentence), one can search for
the best sentence (resp. image) in a large set. This means that one can do both illustration (from
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sentences to images) and annotation (from images to sentences) with one method. Another attrac-
tion is that the method does not need a strong syntactic model, which is represented by the prior
on sentences. Our scoring procedure is built around an intermediate representation, which we call
the meaning of the image (resp. sentence). In effect, images and sentences are each mapped to
this intermediate space, and the results are compared; similar meanings result in a high score. The
advantage of doing this is that each of these maps can be adjusted discriminatively.
Our nonparametric approach produces promising results in terms of annotation (describing im-
ages with sentences) and also illustration. But what is more interesting is that providing richer
descriptions for images raises fascinating questions about fundamentals of recognition. Looking
more closely, there are three main concerns. First, no matter how big the vocabulary of objects is,
there are always objects that have not been observed during training. What should a recognition
system infer when an unfamiliar object is present? Second, how to learn to infer properties of ob-
jects? Third, at what level should objects be recognized? For example, how to recognize complex
composites like a person riding a horse? Should we first detect the horse and the person and then
join them up? Or a person riding a horse forms a single entity.
Making sense of unfamiliar objects is a crucial topic when one needs to use a recognition
system. First, most often, one cannot think of all categories a recognition system may be presented
with. For example, an automatic vehicle is not allowed to run over a horse with the excuse that
it has not seen horses before. It should be able to use the knowledge gained in learning about
other categories to reason about unfamiliar objects. Second, learning about unfamiliar categories
provides insight on how to deal with cases when one needs to recognize a very large number of
object categories. A recognition system should learn to benefit from all the commonalities among
object categories. Third, dealing with unfamiliar objects also sheds light on learning to describe
unfamiliar objects by their properties. Objects share many properties and those properties can be
used to describe unfamiliar objects.
Human can produce sensible statements about unfamiliar objects. For example, Figure 1.2
shows two picture of objects readers may not be familiar with. Despite this fact, people can infer
great deal of useful information about these two images. On the left, there is a picture of a vehicle,
3
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Figure 1.2: The best outcome of current recognition systems, when exposed with an object from
unfamiliar categories, is “don’t know.” On the other hand, human can provide sensible statements
about objects they have never observed before. Readers may have not seen objects depicted in
these picture before and may not know their names. Despite this fact, they can produce informative
statements about these unfamiliar objects. Our attribute based framework enables such a capability
for recognition systems to reason about unfamiliar objects by cross category knowledge transfer.
whose name may not be clear to us, but humans can say that it’s a vehicle, that has wheels, and
moves on the road, it is facing to the right, etc. On the right, humans can say that it’s an animal,
it is probably a mammal, it is four-legged, can probably run, it is standing and facing to the right,
etc. I am interested in building recognition systems that can produce these type of statements
for objects from unfamiliar categories. Part of this thesis is concerned with building recognition
systems that can generalize knowledge across categories. We introduce visual attributes and show
how an attribute-based framework yields reasoning about unfamiliar objects.
The attribute based representation shifts the goal of recognition from naming to describing.
This is also aligned with the second issue of how to infer properties of objects. This thesis shows
that the attribute based framework not only allows cross category knowledge transfer, but also offer
new visual functionalities like describing familiar and unfamiliar objects, reporting atypicalities of
familiar categories, and learning about new categories from fewer or even no visual examples,
from pure textual descriptions of the category.
The problem of describing images by sentences is like translation from images to English.
Modern translation methods depend heavily on phrasal translation where a chunk of words in one
language maps to another chuck to the second language. We investigate whether this model applies
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Figure 1.3: The elements of recognition form a spectrum ranging from small elements like parts
and attributes, objects, to scenes. The gap between objects and smaller elements like parts and
attributes is well explored. There is strong evidence that moving along this direction results in
better recognition performances and novel visual functionalities. But there is a big unexplored gap
between objects and scenes. This thesis introduces visual phrases and shows substantial gain in
including visual phrases to the vocabulary of recognition.
to object recognition. We discover visual phrases as elements of recognition. Visual phrases are
elements of recognition that correspond to chunks of meaning, bigger than objects and smaller
than scenes.
The elements of recognition form a spectrum, ordered by rough spatial support in the image
(Figure 1.3). Most of the time recognition is centered around basic level objects as elements of
recognition. Sometimes smaller elements like parts, attributes, and poselets become the central
theme. Other times scene recognition is the main goal. The processes that link smaller elements
to objects are well understood. There is strong evidence that these links enable better recogni-
tion performances and novel visual functionalities. In this thesis we discover that there are other
elements of recognition, visual phrases, which occupy the unexplored gap between objects and
scenes. Visual phrases are elements of recognition that correspond to chunks of meaning bigger
than objects and smaller than scenes.
How should one detect complex visual composites, for example “a person riding a horse”?
Conventional wisdom suggests detecting components like “person” and “horse” independently,
and then describing the relation. This approach is motivated by the very large number of com-
posites that can be built by very few basic atoms. Also, there will be very few training examples
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for most composites due to the increase in specifications. The main weakness of this idea is that
the appearance of the objects may profoundly change when they participate in relations. For ex-
ample, people riding horses take relatively few postures, as do horses with people on their backs.
Relations may also create important occlusion regularities. For instance, one leg of the rider is
often occluded by the horse. As a result, visual composites might be much easier to detect than
their participant components. One extreme example is a scene (e.g. kitchen). There are quite good
“kitchen” classifiers, but none proceeds by finding “toaster,” “coffeepot,” and “kettle,” then fusing.
Surprisingly, in the literature, there is no composite intermediate between objects and scenes.
This thesis shows that the reduction in the visual complexity exhibited by visual phrases is
often so great that very accurate detectors can be trained with little training data. For example, our
“person riding horse” detector works much better than “person” and “horse” detectors using less
training data. One reasonable concern is that the number of phrases grows exponentially in the
number of objects, and there may not be enough training data for each visual phrase. Our expe-
rience of visual phrases mirrors the experience of machine translation community with linguistic
phrases. The number of useful visual phrases (phrases) is significantly smaller than the number
of all possible combinations of objects (words). There are many visual phrases that could occur
during tasks but we tend to encounter very few of those. Further, many visual phrases show sub-
stantially reduced visual complexity compared to independent objects, and so one doesn’t need to
have a large number of training examples to accurately learn visual phrases.
1.1 Plan of this Thesis
The material in this thesis has been partially reported before in [Farhadi et al., 2010b; Farhadi et
al., 2009a; Farhadi et al., 2009b; Farhadi and Sadeghi, 2011; Farhadi et al., 2010a].
• Chapter 2 describes our nonparametric approach to generating sentences for images. This
chapter introduces the intermediate space of meaning. Each point in a space of meanings
has a projection in the space of images, and also a projection into the space of English
sentences. Our method learns the projections from the space of sentences and space of
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images, to the space of meanings. The similarity between images and sentences is measured
as the distances between the projections of points from the space of images and sentences,
to the space of meanings. This chapter shows promising results on both annotation (from
images to sentences) and illustration (from sentences to images). Finally, this chapter raises
fundamental questions about current setting of recognition, which will be addressed in the
following chapters.
• Chapter 3 introduces visual attributes and shows how attribute based recognition allows in-
ferences about unfamiliar objects. The attribute based framework introduced in this chapter,
not only allows descriptions of familiar and unfamiliar objects but also offers novel visual
functionalities like reporting atypical properties of familiar categories, learning about new
categories with fewer or even no visual example (from pure textual descriptions of cate-
gories).
• Chapter 4 demonstrates how an attribute-centric approach can localize and describe familiar
and unfamiliar objects. Our method can recognize a horse as a four-legged mammal that can
run and jump without seeing any example of horses during training. We show that attribute
centric recognition is capable of finding and recognizing objects in broad domains.
• Chapter 5 introduces visual phrases: regions of an image that correspond to chunks of mean-
ing bigger than objects and smaller than scenes. This chapter demonstrates the significant
gain in recognition by adding visual phrases into the vocabulary of recognition. Most of
the time, recognition and detection problems are considered to be binary tasks. Is there an
example of a specific category in this image/bounding box? Or not?. The state of the art
detectors are discriminative in nature, meaning that these detector might be very confident
about wrong detections. When looking at multiple object detection problems, the issues
raised by the error in detectors become worse; one needs to decide between overlapping or
close-by detections because some cannot be true at the same time. In this chapter, we also
introduce a decoding algorithm that looks at the predictions of all objects and visual phrases
and decides on the final outcome based on the local context. This chapter demonstrates that
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visual phrases, coupled with decoding, improves object recognition.
• Chapter 6 explains the conclusions from this dissertation along with interesting future di-
rections. Mainly, the material in this dissertation is centered around looking for the right
representation. The work presented in this thesis enables novel visual functionalities and
definitions. In fact, its attribute based framework started a new trend in the recognition
community.
1.2 Background
The material in this thesis is related to a diverse set of bodies of work from multiple perspectives.
The central point of this thesis is recognition. A comprehensive review of the recognition literature
is not the main focus of this manuscript. This section reads as a summary of the works most related
to the main claims of this thesis.
Basic level categories: Our notion of attributes comes from the literature on concepts and cat-
egories (reviewed in [Murphy, 2002]). While research on “basic level” categories [Rosch et al.,
1976] indicates that people tend to use the same name to refer to objects (e.g., “look at that cat” in-
stead of “look at that Persian longhair” or “look at that mammal”), there is much evidence [Gluck
et al., 2008] that category formation and assignment depends on what attributes we know, and
on our current goal. A cat in different contexts could be a “pet,” “pest,” or “predator.” The fluid
nature of object categorization makes attribute learning essential. For this reason, we make at-
tribute learning the center of our framework, allowing us to go beyond basic level naming. We do
not, however, attempt to resolve the long-standing debate between exemplar and prototype mod-
els; instead, we experiment with a variety of classifiers. In this, we differ from Malisiewicz and
Efros [Malisiewicz and Efros, 2008] who eschew categorization altogether, treating recognition as
a problem of finding the most similar exemplar object (but without trying to say how the object is
similar).
Researchers have made great progress in developing systems that can recognize an individual
object category. But what if we want to recognize many objects? The current solution is to build
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a new detector for each category of interest. While simple, this approach does not acknowledge
the commonalities among many different types of objects. One consequence is inefficiency: each
new detector requires many training examples, and evaluation time grows linearly. But the main
downside of the approach is that each category needs to be defined in advance. This is a major
problem for many applications. For example, an automated vehicle needs to recognize a horse in
the road as an animal and predict its movement, even if it has never seen one.
Sharing and Knowledge Transfer: The earliest works in object recognition attempted
to model objects in terms of configurations of shared materials, parts, or geometric primi-
tives [Roberts, 1965; Guzman, 1968; Brooks, 1981; Hanson and Riseman, 1978; Ohta et al., 1978;
Ohta, 1985; Bierderman, 1987; Rivlin et al., 1994]. Ultimately, these methods gave way to sim-
pler, more direct and data-driven methods for recognition that avoid hand-coded models. We
now have several advantages that make it propitious to revisit recognition with intermediate se-
mantics. First, researchers have made great strides in basic pattern matching. We show that
an existing detector from Felzenszwalb et al. [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008] can learn appearance
models of parts and objects that perform well in our difficult dataset. Second, digital images
are abundant, enabling data-driven, statistical approaches and rigorous evaluation. Finally, an-
notation is now also easy to obtain with services such as Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [Sorokin
and Forsyth, 2008]. With an abundance of data, fast computers, large-scale annotation ser-
vices, advanced machine learning methods, and improved low-level features, we believe that
object representation is the key to progress in recognition. Several researchers [Caruana, 1997;
Quattoni et al., 2007; Loeff and Farhadi, 2008; Ando and Zhang, 2005; Torralba et al., 2004b;
Opelt et al., 2008] have shown that sharing features across multiple tasks or categories can lead
to increased performance, especially when training data is limited. Our semantic attributes have
a further advantage: they can be used to verbally describe new types of objects and to learn from
textual description (without any visual examples).
Our focus is on creating the right level of abstraction for knowledge transfer. Others [Tor-
ralba et al., 2004a; Opelt et al., 2006; Stark et al., 2009; Thrun, 1996; Caruana, 1997;
Bart and Ullman, 2005; Farhadi et al., 2007; Bengio and LeCun, 2007; Marszałek and Schmid,
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2008] have shown that sharing low-level features can improve efficiency or accuracy, when few
examples are available. But on challenging datasets [Everingham et al., 2008] with many training
examples, these methods have not yet been shown to outperform the best independently trained
detectors (e.g., [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008]). By providing stronger supervision, we enable more
effective knowledge transfer, leading to substantially better performance than standard object de-
tectors at localization and naming, while additionally inferring pose, composition, and function.
Generalization and supervision: In our use of supervised parts to aid detection, we relate
to recent works on learning compositional models of objects [Zhu and Mumford, 2006; Jin and
Geman, 2006; Wu et al., 2007; Ahuja and Todorovic, 2007]. Compositional models are attractive
because they allow different objects to be represented by shared components, allowing learning
with fewer examples. Though our aim is similar, our models are much simpler, and we are able to
achieve state-of-the-art results on a difficult dataset.
Our aim to improve generalization through supervised intermediate semantics is related to sev-
eral recent works. Palatucci et al. [Palatucci et al., 2009] studies the generalization properties of
systems that use intermediate representations to make predictions for new categories, with appli-
cation to interpretation of neural patterns. Kumar et al. [Kumar et al., 2009] show that predicted
facial attributes, such as fullness of lips, are highly useful in face verification. More generally, their
work demonstrates the role of intermediate semantics for subcategory differentiation, while ours
focuses on generalization across broad domains. Farhadi et al. [Farhadi et al., 2009a] and Lam-
pert et al. [Lampert et al., 2009] show that supervised attributes can be transferred across object
categories, allowing description and naming of objects from categories not seen during training.
These attributes were learned and inferred at the image level, without localization. In contrast,
we learn localized detectors of attributes and encode their spatial correlations. This allows us to
automatically localize objects and provides much more accurate and detailed descriptions.
Our model is also different from approaches like [Vogel and Schiele, 2004] because our at-
tributes are more general than just textures. Ferrari and Zisserman [Ferrari and Zisserman, 2007]
learn to localize simple color and texture attributes from loose annotations provided by image
search. By contrast, we learn a broad set of complex attributes (shape, materials, parts) in a fully
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supervised manner and are concerned with generalization to new types of objects.
Words and pictures: Linking individual words to images has a rich history and space allows
only a mention of the most relevant papers. A natural strategy is to try and predict words from
image regions. The first image annotation system is due to Mori et al. [Mori et al., 1999]; Duygulu
et al. continued this tradition using models from machine translation [Duygulu et al., 2002]. Since
then, a wide range of models has been deployed (reviews in [Datta et al., 2005]); the current best
performer is a form of nearest neighbours matching [Phillips and Newton, 2002]. The most recent
methods perform fairly well, but still find difficulty placing annotations on the correct regions.
Sentences are richer than lists of words, because they describe activities, properties of objects,
and relations between entities (among other things). Such relations are revealing. Gupta and Davis
show that respecting likely spatial relations between objects markedly improves the accuracy of
both annotation and placing [Gupta and Davis, 2008]. Li and Fei-Fei show that event recognition
is improved by explicit inference on a generative model representing the scene in which the event
occurs and also the objects in the image [Li and Fei-Fei, 2007]. Using a different generative model,
Li and Fei-Fei demonstrate that relations improve object labels, scene labels, and segmentation.
Gupta and Davis show that respecting relations between objects and actions improve recognition
of each [Gupta and Davis, 2008; Gupta et al., 2009]. Yao and Fei-Fei use the fact that objects and
human poses are coupled to show that recognizing one helps the recognition of the other [Yao and
Fei-Fei, 2010]. Relations between words in annotating sentences can reveal image structure. Berg
et al. shows that word features suggest what names in a caption are depicted in the attached picture,
and that this improves the accuracy of links between names and faces [Berg et al., 2004]. Mensink
and Verbeek show that complex co-occurrence relations between people improve face labelling,
too [Guillaumin et al., 2008]. Luo, Caputo and Ferrari show benefits of associating faces and poses
to names and verbs in predicting “who’s doing what” in news articles. Coyne and Sproat describe
an auto-illustration system that gives naive users a method to produce rendered images from free
text descriptions (Wordseye; [Coyne and Sproat, 2001]; http://www.wordseye.com).
There are few attempts to generate sentences from visual data. Gupta et al. generate sen-
tences narrating a sports event in video using a compositional model based around AND-OR
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graphs [Gupta et al., 2009]. The relatively stylized structure of the events helps both in sentence
generation and in evaluation, because it is straightforward to tell which sentence is right. Yao et
al. show some examples of both temporal narrative sentences (i.e. this happened, then that) and
scene description sentences generated from visual data, but there is no evaluation. These methods
generate a direct representation of what is happening in a scene, and then decode it into a sentence.
Object Interactions: All methods that model interactions between objects neglect the change
in the appearance of objects due to interactions with other objects. We differ by taking this ef-
fect into account. Gupta et. al. [Gupta and Davis, 2008] model these interactions by modeling
the prepositions and adjectives that relate nouns. Yao and Li [Yao and Fei-Fei, 2010] model the
interactions between human pose and objects by coupling the human pose estimation and object
recognition together. In [Farhadi et al., 2010b] the interactions between objects is modeled im-
plicitly in the context of predicting sentences for images. The most relevant to our methods is the
work by Desai, Ramanan, and Fowlkes [Desai et al., 2010]. They encode the interactions between
objects by a set of relationships like “on the right of,” “on the left of,” “on the top of,” etc. They
then learn a weight for the interactions of objects in each of these relationship bins and use them
to re-weight the confidence of detectors. We differ from them insofar as we consider the change
in appearance of interacting objects. We show that neglecting the change in the appearance of
interacting objects causes recognition issues, while modeling it significantly improves recognition
results.
Scene Understanding has been one of the mainstream tasks in computer vision. One natural
approach is to represent scenes with global features that take into account general information
about images [Oliva and Torralba, 2001; Lazebnik et al., 2006]. An alternative is to consider
objects in the scene and discover clusters of correlated objects [Loeff and Farhadi, 2008]. Objects
in scenes are not independent and tend to cluster. We think these clusters might be formed at the
phrase level as well. There is a neglected semantic gap between scenes and objects. We introduce
visual phrases to cover this gap.
Machine Translation aims at automatic translation from one language to another one. Statis-
tical translation methods are among the most successful approaches. In the common architecture
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of statistical translation models, there is a translation model, a language model, and a decoding
algorithm. The decoding algorithm has to decide the final translation given the translation model,
language model, and a query sentence. Word based translations are usually not desirable as there
is no direct mapping between words across languages, and syntactic differences are significant.
However, phrasal translations, which are the inspirations for our work, are fashionable in machine
translation because they allow multiple to multiple translations, use local context in translation,
and allow translation of non-compositional phrases [Koehn, 2010].
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CHAPTER 2
GENERATING RICHER DESCRIPTIONS FOR
IMAGES
For most pictures, humans can give a concise description as a sentence relatively easily. Such
descriptions might identify the most interesting objects, what they are doing, and where this is
happening. These descriptions are rich, because they are in sentence form. They are accurate, with
good agreement between annotators. They are concise; much is omitted, because humans tend not
to mention objects or events that they judge to be less significant. Finally, they are consistent. In
our data, annotators tend to agree on what is mentioned. Barnard et al. name two applications for
methods that link text and images: Illustration, where one finds pictures suggested by text (per-
haps to suggest illustrations from a collection); and annotation, where one finds text annotations
for images (perhaps to allow keyword search to find more images) [Barnard et al., 2001].
This chapter investigates methods to generate short descriptive sentences from images. Our
contributions include the introduction of a dataset to study this problem (section 3.4). We in-
troduce a novel representation intermediate between images and sentences (section 2.1.1). We
describe a novel, discriminative approach that produces promising results at sentence annotation
(section 2.2). For illustration, out of vocabulary words pose serious difficulties, and we show
methods to use distributional semantics to cope with these difficulties (section 2.3.4). Evaluat-
ing sentence generation is very difficult, because sentences are fluid, and quite different sentences
can describe the same phenomena. Worse, synecdoche (for example, substituting “animal” for
“cat” or “bicycle” for “vehicle”) and the general richness of vocabulary means that many different
words can quite legitimately be used to describe the same picture. In section 2.3, we describe a
quantitative evaluation of sentence generation at a useful scale.
An alternative, which we espouse, is to build a scoring procedure that evaluates the similarity
between a sentence and an image. This approach is attractive because it is symmetric; given an
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Figure 2.1: There is an intermediate space of meaning which has different projections to the space
of images and sentences. Once we learn the projections we can generate sentences for images and
find images best described by a given sentence.
image (resp. sentence), one can search for the best sentence (resp. image) in a large set. This
means that one can do both illustration and annotation with one method. Another attraction to
our method is that it does not need a strong syntactic model, which is represented by the prior
on sentences. Our scoring procedure is built around an intermediate representation, which we
call the meaning of the image (resp. sentence). In effect, image and sentence are each mapped
to this intermediate space, and the results are compared; similar meanings result in a high score.
The advantage of doing so is that each of these maps can be adjusted discriminatively. While the
meaning space could be abstract, in our implementation we use a direct representation of simple
sentences as a meaning space. This allows us to exploit distributional semantics ideas to deal with
out-of-vocabulary words. For example, we have no detector for “cattle,” but we can link sentences
containing this word to images, because distributional semantics tells us that a “cattle” is similar
to “sheep” and “cow”, etc. (Figure 2.6).
2.1 Mappings to the Space of Meanings
Our model assumes that there is a space of Meanings that comes between the space of Sentences
and the space of Images. We evaluate the similarity between a sentence and an image by (a)
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mapping each to the meaning space then, (b) comparing the results. Figure 2.1 depicts the inter-
mediate space of meanings. We will learn the mapping from images (resp. sentences) to meaning
discriminatively from pairs of images (resp. sentences) and assigned meaning representations.
2.1.1 Mapping Image to Meaning
Our current representation of meaning is the triplet ￿object, action, scene￿. This triplet provides
a holistic idea about what an image (resp. sentence) is about and what is most important. For the
image, this is the part that people would talk about first; for the sentence, this is the structure that
should be preserved in the tightest summary. For each slot in the triplet, there is a discrete set of
possible values. Choosing among any of them will result in a triplet. The mapping from images
to meaning is reduced to learning to predict the triplet for images. The problem of predicting
a triplet from an image involves solving a (small) multi-label Markov random field. Each slot
in the meaning representation can take a value from a set of discrete values. Figure 2.2 depicts
the representation of the meaning space and the corresponding MRF. There is a node for objects,
which can take a value from a possible set of 23 nouns, a node for actions with 16 different values,
and a node to scenes that can select 29 different values. The edges correspond to the binary
relationships between nodes. Having provided the potentials of the MRF, we use a greedy method
to do inference. Inference involves finding the best selection of the discrete sets of values given
the unary and binary potentials.
We learn to predict triplets for images discriminatively. This requires having a dataset of images
labeled with their meaning triplets. The potentials are computed as linear combinations of feature
functions. This casts the problem of learning as searching for the best set of weights on the linear
combination of feature functions so that the ground truth triplets score higher than any other triplet.
Inference involves finding argmaxywTΦ(x, y), where Φ is the potential function, y is the triplet
label, and w are the learned weights.
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Figure 2.2: We represent the space of meanings by triplets of ￿object, action, scene￿. This is an
MRF. Node potentials are computed by linear combination of scores from several detectors and
classifiers. Edge potentials are estimated by frequencies. We have a reasonably sized state space
for each of the nodes. The possible values for each nodes are written on the image. “O” stands for
the node for the object, “A” for the action, and “S” for scene. Learning involves setting the weights
on the node and edge potentials, inference is finding the best triplets given the potentials.
2.1.2 Image Potentials
We need informative features to drive mapping from the image space to the meaning space.
Node Potentials:
To provide information about the nodes on the MRF we first need to construct image features. Our
image features consist of:
Felzenszwalb et al. detector responses: We use Felzenszwalb detectors [Felzenszwalb et al.,
2011] to predict confidence scores on all the images. We set the threshold such that all of the
classes get predicted at least once in each image. We then consider the max confidence of the
detections for each category, the location of the center of the detected bounding box, the aspect
ratio of the bounding box, and its scale.
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Hoiem et al. classification responses: We use the classification scores of Hoiem et. al for
the PASCAL classification tasks. These classifiers are based on geometry, HOG features, and
detection responses.
Gist-based scene classification responses: We encode global information of images using
gist [Oliva and Torralba, 2006]. Our features for scenes are the confidences of our Adaboost style
classifier for scenes.
First, we build node features by fitting a discriminative classifier (a linear SVM) to predict
each of the nodes independently on the image features. Although the classifiers are being learned
independently, they are well aware of other objects and scene information. We call these estimates
node features. This is a number-of-nodes-dimensional vector and each element in this vector
provides a score for a node given the image. There can be a node potential for object, action, and
scene nodes. We expect similar images to have similar meanings, and so we obtain a set of features
by matching our test image to training images. We combine these features into various other node
potentials listed below:
• by matching image features, we obtain the k-nearest neighbors in the training set to the test
image, then compute the average of the node features over those neighbors, computed from
the image side. By doing so, we have a representation of what node features are for similar
images.
• by matching image features, we obtain the k-nearest neighbors in the training set to the test
image, then compute the average of the node features over those neighbors, computed from
the sentence side. By doing so, we have a representation of what sentence representation
does for images that look like our image.
• by matching those node features derived from classifiers and detectors (above), we obtain
the k-nearest neighbors in the training set to the test image, then compute the average of the
node features over those neighbors, computed from the image side. By doing so, we have
a representation of what the node features are for images that produce similar classifier and
detector outputs.
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• by matching those node features derived from classifiers and detectors (above), we obtain
the k-nearest neighbours in the training set to the test image, then compute the average of the
node features over those neighbours, computed from the sentence side. By doing so, we have
a representation of what the sentence representation does for images that produce similar
classifier and detector outputs.
Edge Potentials:
Introducing a parameter for each edge results in unmanageable number of parameters. In addition,
estimates of the parameters for the majority of edges would be noisy. There are serious smoothing
issues. We adopt an approach similar to Good Turing smoothing methods to a) control the number
of parameters, and b) do smoothing. We have multiple estimates for the edges potentials which can
provide more accurate estimates if used together. We form linear combinations of these potentials.
Therefore, in training we are interested in finding weights of linear combination of the initial
estimates, so that the final potentials provide values on the MRF, so that the ground truth triplet
is the highest scored triplet for all examples. This way we limit the number of parameters to the
number of initial estimates. We estimate the edge weights as a linear combination of four different
estimates that capture relationships between nodes. Our four estimates for edges from node A to
node B are:
• The normalized frequency of the word A in our corpus, f(A).
• The normalized frequency of the word B in our corpus, f(B).
• The normalized frequency of (A and B) at the same time, f(A, b).
• f(A,B)f(A)f(B) .
2.1.3 Sentence Potentials
We need a representation of the sentences. We represent a sentence by computing the similarity
between the sentence and our triplets. For that we need to have a notion of similarity for objects,
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scenes, and actions in text.
We used the Curran & Clark parser [Clark and Curran, 2007] to generate a dependency parse
for each sentence. We extracted the subject, direct object, and any nmod dependencies involving
a noun and a verb. These dependencies were used to generate the (object, action) pairs for the
sentences. In order to extract the scene information from the sentences, we extracted the head
nouns of the prepositional phrases (except for the prepositions “of” and “with”), and the head
nouns of the phrase “X in the background”.
Lin Similarity Measure for Objects and Scenes:
We use the Lin similarity measure [Lin, 1998] to determine the semantic distance between two
words. The Lin similarity measure uses WordNet synsets as the possible meanings of each word.
The noun synsets are arranged in a heirarchy based on hypernym (is-a) and hyponym (instance-of)
relations. Each synset is defined as having an information content based on how frequently the
synset or a hyponym of the synset occurs in a corpus (in this case SemCor). The similarity of two
synsets is defined as twice the information content of the least common ancestor of the synsets,
divided by the sum of the information content of the two synsets. Similar synsets will have a LCA
that covers the two synsets, and very little else. When we compared two nouns, we considered all
pairs of a filtered list of synsets for each noun, and used the most similar synsets. We filtered the
list of synsets for each noun by limiting it to the first four synsets that were at least 10% as frequent
as the most common synset of that noun. We also required the synsets to be physical entities.
Action Co-occurrence Score:
We generated a second image caption data set consisting of roughly 8,000 images pulled from
six Flickr groups. For all pairs of verbs, we used the likelihood ratio to determine if the two
verbs co-occurring in the different captions of the same image was significant. We then used the
likelihood ratio as the similarity score for the positively correlated verb pairs, and the negative
of the likelihood ratio as the similarity score for the negatively correlated verb pairs. Typically,
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we found that this procedure discovered verbs that were either describing the same action, or
describing two actions that commonly co-occurred.
Node Potentials:
We now can provide a similarity measure between sentences and objects, actions, and scenes using
scores explained above. Below we explain our estimates of sentence node potentials.
• First, we compute the similarity of each object, scene, and action extracted from each sen-
tence. This gives us the the first estimates for the potentials over the nodes. We call this the
sentence node feature.
• For each sentence, we also compute the average of sentence node features for the other four
sentences describing the same images in the train set.
• We compute the average of k nearest neighbors in the sentence node features space. We
consider this as our third estimate for nodes.
• We also compute the average of the image node features for images corresponding to the
nearest neighbors in the item above.
• The average of sentence node features of reference sentences for the nearest neighbors in
item 3, is considered as our fifth estimate for nodes.
• We also include the sentence node feature for the reference sentence.
Edge Potentials:
The edge estimates for sentences are identical to edge estimates for the images explained in previ-
ous section.
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2.2 Learning the Mappings
There are two mappings that need to be learned. The map from the image space to the meaning
space uses the image potentials and the map from the sentence space to the meaning space uses the
sentence potentials. Learning the mapping from images to meaning involves finding the weights
on the linear combinations of our image potentials on nodes and edges so that the ground truth
triplets score highest among all other triplets for all examples. This is a structure learning problem,
which takes the form of
min
w
λ
2
￿w￿2 + 1
n
￿
i∈examples
ξi (2.1)
subject to
wΦ(xi, yi) + ξi ≥ max
y∈meaning space
wΦ(xi, y) + L(yi, y) ∀i ∈ examples
ξi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ examples
where λ is the trade off factor between the regularization and slack variables ξ, Φ is our feature
functions, xi corresponds to our ith image, and yi is our structured label for the ith image. We use
the stochastic subgradient descent method [Ratliff et al., 2007] to solve this minimization.
2.3 Dataset and Evaluations
We emphasize quantitative evaluation in our work. Our vocabulary of meaning is significantly
larger than the equivalent in [Li and Fei-Fei, 2007]. Evaluation requires innovation both in datasets
and in measurement as described below.
2.3.1 Dataset
We need a dataset with images and corresponding sentences, and also labels for our representations
of the meaning space. No such dataset exists. We build our own dataset of images and sentences
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around the PASCAL 2008 images. This means we can use and compare to state of the art models
and image annotations in the PASCAL dataset.
PASCAL Sentence data set
To generate the sentences, we started with the 2008 PASCAL development kit. We randomly se-
lected 50 images belonging to each of the 20 categories. Once we had a set of 1000 images, we
used Amazon’s Mechanical Turk to generate five captions for each image. We required the anno-
tators to be based in the US, and that they pass a qualification exam testing their ability to identify
spelling errors, grammatical errors, and descriptive captions. More details about the methods of
collection can be found in [Rashtchian et al., 2010]. Our dataset has 5 sentences for each image
of the thousand images resulting in 5000 sentences. We also manually add labels for triplets of
￿objects, actions, scenes￿ for each image. These triplets label the main object in the image, the
main action, and the main place. There are 173 different triplets in our train set and 123 in test
set. There are 80 triplets in the test set that appeared in the training set. The dataset is available at
http://vision.cs.uiuc.edu/pascal-sentences/.
2.3.2 Inference
Our model is learned to maximize the sum of the scores along the path identified by a triplet. In
inference we search for the triplet which gives us the best additive score, argmaxy wTΦ(xi, y).
These models prefer triplets with combination of strong and poor responses over all mediocre
responses. We conjecture that a multiplicative inference model would result in better predictions,
as the multiplicative model prefers all the responses to be reasonably good. Our multiplicative
inference has the form of argmaxy
￿
wTΦ(xi, y). We select the best triplet given the potentials
on the nodes and edges greedily, by relaxing an edge and solving for the best path, and then re-
scoring the results using the relaxed edge.
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2.3.3 Matching
Once we predict triplets for images and sentences we can score a match between an image and
a sentence. If an image and a sentence predict very similar triplets, they should be projections of
nearby points in the meaning space, and so they should have a high matching score. A natural score
for the similarity of sentence triplets and image triples is the sum of ranks of sentence meaning
and image meaning; the pair with smallest value of this sum is both strongly predicted by the
image, and strongly predicted by the sentence. However, this score is likely to be noisy, and is
difficult to compute, because we must touch all pairs of meanings. We use a good, noise resistant
approximation. To obtain the score, we:
• obtain the top k ranking triplets derived from sentences and compute the rank of each as an
image triplet
• obtain the top k ranking triplets derived from images and compute the rank of each as a
sentence triplet
• sum the sum of ranks for each of these sets, weighted by in the inverse rank of the triplet, so
as to emphasize triplets that score strongly.
2.3.4 Out-of-Vocabulary Extension
We generate sentences by searching a pool of sentences for one that has a good match score to
the image. We cannot learn a detector/classifier for each object/action/scene that exists. This
means we need to score the similarity between the image and sentences that contain unfamiliar
words. We propose using text information to attack this problem. For each unknown object we
can produce a score of the similarity of that object with all of the objects in our vocabulary using
distributional semantics methods explained in section 2.1.3 . We do the same thing for verbs and
scenes as well. These similarity measures work as a crude guide for our model. For example, in
Figure 2.6, we don’t have a detector for “Volkswagen,” “herd,” “woman,” and “cattle” but we can
recognize them. Our similarity measures provide a similarity distribution over things we know.
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This similarity distribution helps us to recognize objects, actions, and scenes for which we have no
detector/classifier using objects/actions/scenes we do know.
2.3.5 Experimental settings
We divide our 1000 images into 600 training images and 400 testing images. We use 15 nearest
neighbors in building potentials for images and sentences. For matching, we use 50 closest triplets.
2.3.6 Mapping to the Meaning Space
Table 2.1 compares the results of mapping the images to the meaning space, predicting triplets for
images. To do that, we need a measure of comparisons between pairs of triplets, between the one
that we predict and the ground truth triplets. One way of doing this is by simple comparison of
triplets. A prediction is correct if all three elements agree and are wrong otherwise. We could also
measure if any of the elements in the triplet match. Each score is insensitive to important aspects of
loss. For example, predicting ￿cat, sit,mat￿ when ground truth is ￿dog, sit, ground￿ is not as bad
as predicting ￿bike, ride, street￿. This implies that the penalty for confusing cats with dogs should
be smaller than that for confusing cats with bikes. The same argument holds for actions and scenes
as well. We also need our measure to take into account the amount of information a prediction
conveys. For example, predicting ￿object, do, scene￿ is less favorable than ￿cat, sit,mat￿.
Tree-F1 measure:
Tree-F1 measure: We need a measure that reflects two important interacting components, accuracy
and specificity. We believe the right way to score error is to use taxonomy trees. We have taxonomy
trees for objects, actions, and scenes, and we can use them to measure the accuracy, relevance, and
specificity of predictions. We introduce a novel measure, Tree-F1, which reflects how accurate and
specific the prediction is. Given a taxonomy tree for, say, objects, we represent each prediction by
the path from the root of the taxonomy tree to the predicted node. For example, if the prediction
is cat we represent it as Objects ⇒ animal ⇒ cat. We can then report the standard F1 measure
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using the precision and recall. Precision is defined as the total number of edges on the path that
match the edges on the ground truth path, divided by the total number of edges on the ground truth
path, and recall is the total number of edges on the predicted path, which is in the ground truth
path divided by the total number of edges in the path. For example, the measure for predicting
dog when the ground truth is cat is 0.5, where the precision is 0.5 and recall is 0.5, whereas the
measure for predicting animal when the ground truth is cat is 0.66, and 0 for predicting bike when
the ground truth is cat. The same procedure is applied to actions and scenes. The Tree-F1 measure
for a triplet is the mean of the three measures for objects, actions, and scenes. Table 2.1 shows
Tree-F1 measures for several different experimental settings.
BLUE Measure:
Similar to machine translation approaches where reports of accuracy involves scores for the cor-
rectness of the translation and for the correctness of the generated translation in terms of language
and logic, we also consider another measure to check if the triplet we generate is logically valid
or not. Analogous to the BLEU score in machine translation literature we introduce the “BLUE”
score which measures this. For example, ￿bottle, walk, street￿ is not valid. For that, we check if
the triplet ever appeared in our corpus or not. Table 2.1 shows these scores for the triplets predicted
by several different experimental settings.
2.4 Results
To evaluate our method we provide qualitative and quantitative results. There are two stages in
our model. First we show the ability of our method to map from the image space to the meaning
space. We then evaluate our results on predicting sentences for images, annotation. We also show
qualitative results for finding images for sentences, illustration.
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Obj No Edge FW(A) SL(A) FW(M) SL(M)
Mean Tree-F1 for first 5 0.44 0.52 0.38 0.45 0.47 0.51
Mean BLUE for first 5 0.24 0.27 0.16 0.58 0.76 0.74
Mean Tree-F1 for first 5 objects 0.59 0.58 0.36 0.53 0.55 0.57
Mean Tree-F1 for first 5 actions 0.27 0.52 0.50 0.37 0.42 0.47
Mean Tree-F1 for first 5 scenes 0.28 0.48 0.28 0.44 0.46 0.48
Table 2.1: Evaluation of mapping from the image space to the meaning space. “Obj” means
when we only consider the potentials on the object node and use uniform potentials for other
nodes and edges. “No Edge” means assuming a uniform potential over edges. “FW(A)” stands
for fixed weights with additive inference model. This is the case when we use all the potentials,
but we don’t learn any weights for them. “SL(A)” means using structure learning with additive
inference model. “FW(M)“ is similar to “FW(A)” with the exception that the inference model is
multiplicative instead of additive. “SL(M)” is structure learning with multiplicative inference.
2.4.1 Mapping Images to Meanings
Table 2.1 compares several different experimental settings in terms of two measures explained
above, in Tree-F1 and BLUE. Each column in Table 2.1 corresponds to an experimental setting.
We report average Tree-F1 and average BLUE measures for the five top triplets for all images. We
also breakdown the Tree-F1 to objects, actions, and scenes in bottom three rows of the table.
2.4.2 Annotation: Generating Sentences from Images
Figure 2.3 shows top 5 predicted triplets and top 5 generated sentences for example images in our
test set. Quantitative evaluation of generated sentence is very challenging. We trained 2 individuals
to annotate generated sentences. We ask them to annotate each generated sentence by either 1, 2,
or 3. 1 means that the sentence is quite accurate with few mistakes about details in the sentence.
2 implies that the sentence has a rough idea about the image but that it’s not very accurate, and 3
means that the sentence is not even remotely close to the image. We generate 10 sentences for each
image. The total average of the scores given by these individuals is 2.33. The average number of
sentences with score 1 per image is 1.48. The average number of sentences with score 2 per image
is 3.8. 208 of 400 images have at least one sentence with score 1. 354 sentences out of 400 images
have at least one sentence with score 2.
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(pet, sleep, ground) see something unexpected.
(dog, sleep, ground) Cow in the grassfield.
(animal, sleep, ground) Beautiful scenery surrounds a fluffly sheep.
(animal, stand, ground) Dog hearding sheep in open terrain.
(goat, stand, ground) Cattle feeding at a trough.
(furniture, place, furniture) Refrigerator almost empty.
(furniture, place, room) Foods and utensils.
(furniture, place, home) Eatables in the refrigerator.
(bottle, place, table) The inside of a refrigerator apples, cottage cheese, tupperwares and lunch bags.
(display, place, table) Squash apenny white store with a hand statue, picnic
tables in front of the building.
(transportation, move, track) A man stands next to a train on a cloudy day
(bike, ride, track) A backpacker stands beside a green train
(transportation, move, road) This is a picture of a man standing next to a green
train
(pet, sleep, ground) There are two men standing on a rocky beach, smiling at the camera.
(bike, ride, road) This is a person laying down in the grass next to their
bike in front of a strange white building.
(display, place, table) This is a lot of technology.
(furniture, place, furniture) Somebody’s screensaver of a pumpkin
(furniture, place, furniture) A black laptop is connected to a black Dell monitor
(bottle, place, table) This is a dual monitor setup
(furniture, place, home) Old school Computer monitor with way to many
stickers on it
Figure 2.3: Generating sentences for images. We show top five predicted triplets in the middle
column and top five predicted sentences in the right column.
2.4.3 Illustration: Finding images best described by sentences
Not only can our model provide sentences that describe an image, but it also can find images that
are best described by a given sentence. Once the connections to the meaning space are established,
one could go in both directions, from images to sentences or the other way around. Figure 2.4
shows examples of finding images for sentences.
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A two girls in the store.
A small herd of animals with a calf in the grass.
Yellow train on the tracks.
A horse being ridden within a fenced area.
Figure 2.4: Finding images for sentences: Once the matching in the meaning space is established
we can generate sentences for images (annotation) and also find images that can be best describe
by a sentence. In this figure, we show four sentences with four 144 highest ranked images.
A male and female giving pose for camera.
A peaceful garden
The food is ready on table.
The two girls read to drive big bullet.
Man with a goatee beard kneeling in front of a garden fence.
Lone bicyclist sitting on a bench at a snowy beach.
Black goat in a cage
Horse behind a fence
Wooly sheep standing next to a fence on a sunny day.
Figure 2.5: Examples of failures in generating sentences for images.
2.5 Out-of-Vocabulary Extension
Figure 2.6 depicts examples of the cases where we could successfully recognize objects/actions for
which we have no detector/classifier. This is very interesting as the intermediate meaning space
allows us to benefit from distributional semantics. This means that we can learn to recognize un-
known objects/actions/scenes by looking at the patterns of responses from other similar known
detector/classifiers. This approach produces promising results, but it does not systematically ad-
dresses the concerns about unfamiliar objects and what a recognition system should do when an
unfamiliar object is exposed?
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From images to sentences From sentences to images
A red London United double-decker bus
drives down a city street.
Two young women with two little girl
near them
A very colorful Volkswagen Beetle.
Cattle feeding at a trough.
Figure 2.6: Out-of-vocabulary extension: We don’t have detectors for “drives,” “women,” “Volk-
swagen,” and “Cattle.” Despite this fact, we could recognize these objects/actions. Distributional
semantics provide us with the ability to model unknown objects/actions/categories with their sim-
ilarities to known categories. Here, we show examples of sentences and images where we could
recognize these unknowns for both generating sentences from images and finding images for sen-
tences.
2.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
Sentences are rich, compact, and subtle representations of information. Even so, we can predict
good sentences for images that people like. The intermediate meaning representation is one key
component in our model as it allows benefiting from distributional semantics. Our sentence model
is oversimplified. We think an iterative procedure for going deeper in sentences and images would
be the right direction to take. Once a sentence is generated for an image, it is much easier to check
its adjectives and adverbs.
Exploring this problem raises three fundamental questions about recognition: First, no matter
how big the vocabulary, there will be objects outside of the vocabulary. Using distributional se-
mantics, this chapter showed successful out of vocabulary extensions. The next chapter introduces
a more systematic way to deal with unfamiliar objects by reasoning in terms of shared properties of
objects (attributes). Second, to be able to produce richer sentences we need to infer adjective and
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adverbs. The attribute based frameworks introduced in the next two chapters can learn to describe
objects by their attributes. Third, sentence have phrases, which significantly helps in machine
translations. Does such a notion exist in images? Chapter 5 Introduces visual phrases and shows
significant benefits in recognizing complex composites like a person riding a horse.
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CHAPTER 3
DESCRIBING UNFAMILIAR OBJECTS BY THEIR
ATTRIBUTES
We want to develop computer vision algorithms that go beyond naming and infer the properties
or attributes of objects. The capacity to infer attributes allows us to describe, compare, and more
easily categorize objects. Importantly, when faced with a new kind of object, we can still say
something about it (e.g., “furry with four legs”) even though we cannot identify it. We can also
say what is unusual about a particular object (e.g, “dog with spots”) and learn to recognize objects
from description alone.
3.1 Attributes
In this chapter, we show that our attribute-centric approach to object recognition allows us to do
a better job in the traditional naming task and provides many new abilities. We focus on learning
object attributes, which can be semantic or not. Semantic attributes describe parts (“has nose”),
shape (“cylindrical”), and materials (“furry”). They can be learned from annotations and allow
us to describe objects and to identify them based on textual descriptions. But they are not always
sufficient for differentiating between object categories. For instance, it is difficult to describe the
difference between cats and dogs, even though there are many visual dissimilarities. Therefore,
we also learn non-semantic attributes that correspond to different partitionings in the visual feature
space. These can be learned by defining auxiliary tasks, such as to differentiate between cars and
motorbikes using texture.
When learning the attributes, we want to be able to generalize to new types of objects. Gen-
eralizing both within categories, and across categories, is extremely challenging, and we believe
that studying this problem will lead to new insights that are broadly applicable in computer vision.
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Figure 3.1: Attributes enable novel visual functionalities: Our attribute based approach allows us
not only to effectively recognize object categories, but also to describe unknown object categories,
report atypical attributes of known classes, and even learn models of new object categories from
pure textual description.
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Training attribute classifiers in the traditional way (use all features to classify whether an object
has an attribute) leads to poor generalization for some attributes across categories. This is because
irrelevant features (such as color when learning shape) are often correlated with attributes for some
sets of objects but not others. Instead, we propose to first select features that can predict attributes
within an object class and to use only those to train the attribute classifier. For instance, to learn
a “spots” detector, we would select features that can distinguish between dogs with and without
spots, cats with and without spots, horses with and without spots, and so on. We then use only
these selected features to train a single spot detector for all objects.
A key goal is to describe objects and to learn from descriptions. Two objects with the same
name (e.g., “car”) may have differences in materials or shapes, and we would like to be able to
recognize and comment on those differences. Further, we may encounter new types of objects.
Even though we can’t name them, we would like to be able to say something about them. Finally,
we would like to learn about new objects quickly, sometimes purely from a textual description.
These are important tools for humans, and we are the first to develop them in computer vision at
the object category level.
We have developed new annotations and datasets to test our ability to describe, compare, and
categorize objects. In particular, using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk [Sorokin and Forsyth, 2008],
we obtained 64 attribute labels for each of the twenty objects in the PASCAL VOC 2008 [Ever-
ingham et al., 2008] trainval set of roughly 12,000 instances. We also downloaded images using
Yahoo! image search for twelve new types of objects and labeled them with attributes in a similar
manner. To better focus on description, we perform experiments on objects that have been local-
ized (with a bounding box), but not identified. Thus, we deal with the question “What is this?”,
but not “Where is this?” We want to show that our attribute-based approach allows us to effec-
tively categorize objects, describe known and new objects, and learn to categorize new types of
objects. We are particularly interested in the question of how well we can generalize to new types
of objects, something that has not been extensively studied in past work.
Our experiments demonstrate that our attribute-based approach to recognition has several ben-
efits. First, we can effectively categories objects. The advantage is particularly strong when few
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Figure 3.2: Attribute-based learning process: This figure summarizes our approach. We first ex-
tract base features. We then select features that are beneficial in learning attribute classifiers. We
learn attribute classifiers using selected features. To learn object categories, we use predicted
attributes as features. Using attribute classifiers, we can do more than simple recognition. For in-
stance, we can describe unknown classes, report atypical attributes, and learn new categories from
very few examples.
training examples are available, likely because attributes can be shared across categories and also
provide a compact but discriminative representation. Our tests also indicate that selecting features
provide large gains in learning from textual description and reporting unusual attributes of objects.
Surprisingly, we found that we can classify objects from a purely textual description as accurately
as if we trained from several examples. These experimental results are extremely encouraging and
indicate that attribute-based recognition is an important area for further study.
3.2 Shifting the Goal of Recognition From Naming to Describing
We believe inferring attributes of objects is the key problem in recognition. These attributes can be
semantic attributes like parts, shapes, and materials. Semantic attributes may not be always enough
to distinguish all the categories of objects. For this reason we use discriminative attributes as well.
These discriminative attributes take the form of comparisons borrowed from [Farhadi and Kamali,
2008; Farhadi et al., 2007],“cats and dogs have it but sheep and horses don’t.”
Objects share attributes. Thus, by using predicted attributes as features, one can get a more
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compact and more discriminative feature space. Learning both semantic and discriminative at-
tributes open doors to some new visual functions. We can not only recognize objects using pre-
dicted attributes as features, but also describe unfamiliar objects. Furthermore, these attribute
classifiers can report the absence of typical attributes for objects, as well as the presence of atyp-
ical attributes. Finally, we can learn models for new object classes using few examples. We can
even learn new categories with no visual examples, using textual descriptions instead.
3.2.1 Base Features
The broad variety of attributes requires a feature representation to describe several visual aspects.
We use color and texture, which are good for materials; visual words, which are useful for parts;
and edges, which are useful for shapes. We call these base features.
We use a bag of words style features for each of these four feature types. Texture descriptors
[Varma and Zisserman, 2005] are computed for each pixel, and quantized to the nearest 256 kmeans
centers. The texture descriptor is extracted with a texton filterbank. Visual words are constructed
with an HOG spatial pyramid, using 8x8 blocks, a 4 pixel step size, and 2 scales per octave.
HOG descriptors are quantized to 1000 kmeans centers. Edges are found using a standard canny
edge detector and their orientations are quantized into 8 unsigned bins. Finally, color descriptors
are densely sampled for each pixel, and quantized to the nearest 128 kmeans centers. The color
descriptor consists of the LAB values.
Having quantized these values, local texture, HOG, edge, and color descriptors inside the
bounding box are binned into individual histograms. To represent shapes and locations, we also
generate histograms for each feature type for each cell in a grid of three vertical and two horizontal
blocks. This allows for coarse localization of attributes such as wheels which tend to appear at the
bottom of the object. These seven histograms are stacked together resulting in a 9751 dimensional
feature, which we refer to as the base features.
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3.2.2 Semantic Attributes
We use three main types of semantic attribute. Shape attributes refer to 2D and 3D properties such
as “is 2D boxy,” “is 3D boxy,”“is cylindrical,“etc. Part attributes identify parts that are visible, such
as “has head,” “has leg,” “has arm,” “has wheel,” “has wing,” “has window.” Material attributes
describe what an object is made of, including “has wood,” “is furry,” “has glass,” “is shiny.”
3.2.3 Discriminative Attributes
We do not yet have a comprehensive set of visual attributes. This means that, for example, instances
of both cats and dogs can share all semantic attributes in our list. In fact, a Naive Bayes classifier
trained on our ground truth attributes in Pascal can distinguish classes with only 74% accuracy. To
solve this problem, we introduce auxiliary discriminative attributes. These new attributes take the
form of random comparisons introduced in [Farhadi et al., 2007]. Each comparison splits a portion
of the data into two partitions. We form these splits by randomly selecting one to five classes
or attributes for each side. Instances not belonging to the selected classes or attributes are not
considered. For example, a split would assign “cat” to one side and “dog” to the other side, while
we don’t care where “motorbike” falls. Each split is further defined by a subset of base features,
such as texture or color, to use for learning. For example, we might use texture to distinguish
between “cats” and “dogs.” We then use a linear SVM to learn tens of thousands of these splits
and pick those that can be well predicted using the validation data. In our implementation we used
1000 discriminative attributes.
3.2.4 Learning to Recognize Semantic Attributes
We want to accurately classify attributes for new types of objects. We also want our attribute
classifiers to reflect the correct semantics of attributes. Simply learning classifiers by fitting them
to all base features often fails to generalize the semantics of the attributes correctly (section 3.5.3).
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3.3 Across Category Generalization By Within Category
Prediction
Learning a “wheel” classifier on a dataset of cars, motorbikes, buses, and trains is difficult because
all examples of wheels in this dataset are surrounded by “metallic” surfaces. The wheel classifier
might learn “metallic” instead of “wheel.” If so, when we test it on a new dataset that happens to
have wooden “carriage” examples, it will fail miserably because there are not that many metallic
surfaces around the wheel. What happens is that the classifier learns to predict a correlated attribute
rather than the one we wish it to learn. This problem is worsened by using bounding boxes, instead
of accurate segmentations. This is because some properties of nearby objects are likely to co-
occur with object attributes. This behavior is not necessarily undesirable, but can cause significant
problems if we must rely on the semantics of the attribute predictions. This is a major issue because
it results from training and testing on datasets with different correlation statistics, something we
will always have to do because datasets will always be small compared to the complexity of the
world.
Feature Selection: The standard strategy for dealing with generalization issues is to control
variance by selecting a subset of features that can generalize well. However, conventional feature
selection criteria will not apply to our problem because they are still confused by semantically
irrelevant correlations — our “wheel” classifier does generalize well to cars, etc. (but not to car-
riages).
We use a novel feature selection criterion that decorrelates attribute predictions by within cat-
egory predictions. For example, if we want to learn a “wheel” classifier, we select features that
perform well at distinguishing examples of cars with “wheels” and cars without “wheels.” By
doing so, we help the classifier avoid being confused about “metallic”, as both types of example
for this “wheel” classifier have “metallic” surfaces. We select the features using an L1-regularized
logistic regression (because it assigns non-zero weights to a small subset of features [Ng, 2004])
trained for each attribute within each class, then pool examples over all classes and train using the
selected features. For example, we first select features that are good at distinguishing cars with
and without “wheel” by fitting an L1-regularized logistic regression to those examples. We then
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use the same procedure to select features that are good at separating motorbikes with and without
wheels, buses with and without wheels, and trains with and without wheels. We then pool all those
selected features and learn the “wheel” classifier over all classes using those selected features.
To test whether our feature selection decorrelate predicted attributes, we can look at changes
in correlation across datasets. Throughout the chapter we refer to features that we select by the
procedure explained above as selected features, and working with all features as whole features.
For example, the correlation between ground-truth “wheel” and “metallic” in the a-Pascal dataset
(section 3.4) is 0.71, and in the a-Yahoo dataset is 0.17. We train on the a-Pascal dataset with whole
features and with selected features. In testing on the a-Yahoo dataset (section 3.4), the correlation
between predictions by the “wheel” and “metallic” classifiers trained on whole features is 0.56
(i.e., predictions are biased to be correlated). When we do feature selection this correlation falls
to 0.28. This shows that classifiers trained on selected features are less susceptible to biases in the
dataset.
3.4 Datasets
We have built new datasets for exploring the object description problem. Our method for learning
semantic attributes requires a ground truth labeling for each training example, but we must create
our own, since no dataset exists with annotations for a wide variety of attributes that describe many
object types. We collect our attribute annotations for each of twenty object classes in a standard
object recognition dataset, PASCAL VOC 2008. We also collect the same annotations for a new set
of images, called a-Yahoo. Labeling objects with their attributes can often be an ambiguous task.
This can be demonstrated by imperfect inter-annotator agreement among “experts” (authors) and
Amazon Turk annotators. The agreement among experts is 84.3%, between experts and Amazon
Turk annotators is 81.4%, and among Amazon Turk annotators is 84.1%. Using Amazon Turk
annotations, we are not biasing the attribute labels toward our own idea of attributes.
a-Pascal: The Pascal VOC 2008 dataset was created for classification and detection of visual
object classes in variety of natural poses, viewpoints, and orientations. These object classes cluster
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nicely, “animals,” “vehicles,” and “things.” The object classes are: people, bird, cat, cow, dog,
horse, sheep aeroplane, bicycle, boat, bus, car, motorbike, train, bottle, chair, dining table, potted
plant, sofa, and tv/monitor. The number of objects from each category ranges from 150 to 1000,
along with over 5000 instances of people. We collect annotations for semantic attributes for each
object using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk. We made a list of 64 attributes to describe Pascal objects.
We do not claim to have attributes that exhaustively describe each class.
a-Yahoo: To supplement the a-Pascal dataset, we collect images for twelve additional object
classes from the Yahoo image search, which we call the a-Yahoo set; these images are also labelled
with attributes. The classes in a-Yahoo set are selected to have objects similar to a-Pascal, while
having different correlations between the attributes selected on a-Pascal. For example, compare
a-Yahoo’s “wolf” category to a-Pascal’s “dog”; a-Yahoo’s “centaur” to a-Pascal’s “people” and
“horses”. This allows us to evaluate the attribute predictors’ generalization abilities. Objects in
this set are: wolf, zebra, goat, donkey, monkey, statue of people, centaur, bag, building, jet ski,
carriage, and mug.
These datasets are available at http://vision.cs.uiuc.edu/attributes/.
3.5 Experiments and Results
First, we show how well we can assign attributes and use them to describe objects. We then
examine the performance of using the attribute based representation in the traditional naming task
and demonstrate new capabilities offered by this representation: learning from very few visual
examples and learning from pure textual description. Finally, we show benefits of our novel feature
selection method compared to using whole features.
3.5.1 Describing Objects
Assigning attributes: There are two main protocols for attribute prediction: “within category”
predictions, where train and test instances are drawn from the same set of classes, and “across
category” predictions, where train and test instances are drawn from different sets of classes. We
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Figure 3.3: Attribute prediction for attribute classifiers trained on a-Pascal and tested on a-Pascal,
comparing whole with selected features. We don’t expect the feature selection to help in this
case because we observe same classes during training and testing. This means that the correlation
statistics are not changing during training and testing.
do across category experiments using a leave-one-class-out approach, or a new set of classes on a
new dataset. We train attributes in a-Pascal and test them in a-Yahoo. We measure our performance
in attribute predictions by the area under the ROC curve, mainly because it is invariant to class
priors. We can predict attributes for the within category protocol with the area under the curve of
0.834 (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.4 shows that we can predict attributes fairly reliably for across category protocols.
The plot on the left shows the leave-one-class-out case on a-Pascal and the plot on the right shows
the same curve for a-Yahoo set.
Figure 3.5 depicts 12 typical images from a-Yahoo set with a subset of positively predicted
attributes. These attribute classifiers are learned on a-Pascal train set and tested on a-Yahoo images.
Attributes written in red, with red crosses, are wrong predictions.
Unusual attributes: People tend to make statements about unexpected aspects of known ob-
jects ([Levinson, 1983], p101). An advantage of an attribute based representation is that we can
easily reproduce this behavior. The ground truth attributes specify which attributes are typical for
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Figure 3.4: Attribute prediction for across category protocols. On the left is Leave-one-class-out
case for Pascal and on the right is attribute prediction for Yahoo set. Only attributes relevant to
these tasks are displayed. Classes are different during training and testing, thus we have across
category generalization issues. Some attributes on the left, like “engine,” “snout,” and “furry,”
generalize well, some do not. Feature selection helps considerably for those attributes, like “tail-
light,” “cloth,” and “rein” that have problem generalizing across classes. Similar to leave one class
out case, learning attributes on Pascal08 train set and testing them on Yahoo set involves across
category generalization, right plot. We can, in fact, predict attributes for new classes fairly reliably.
Some attributes, like “wing,” “door,” “headlight,” and “taillight,” do not generalize well. Feature
selection improves generalization on those attributes. Toward the high end of this curve, where
good classifiers sit, feature selection improves prediction of attribute with generalization issues
and produce similar results for attributes without generalization issues. For better visualization
purposes we sorted the plots based on selected features’ area under ROC curve values.
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Figure 3.5: Qualitative attribute prediction results: This figure shows randomly selected positively
predicted attributes for 12 typical images from 12 categories in Yahoo set. Attribute classifiers are
learned on Pascal train set and tested on Yahoo set. We randomly select 5 predicted attributes from
the list of 64 attributes available in the dataset. Bounding boxes around the objects are provided
by the dataset and we are only looking inside the bounding boxes to predict attributes. Wrong
predictions are written in red and marked with red crosses.
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Figure 3.6: Reporting the absence of typical attributes. For example, we expect to see “wing”in an
aeroplane. It is worth reporting if we see a picture of an aeroplane wherein the wing is not visible
or a picture of a bird for which the tail is not visible.
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Figure 3.7: Reporting the presence of atypical attributes. For example, we don’t expect to observe
“skin” on a dining table. Notice that if we have access to information about object semantics,
observing “leaf” in an image of a bird might eventually yield “The bird is in a tree.” Sometimes
our attribute classifiers are confused by some misleading visual similarities, like predicting “Horn”
from the visually similar handle bar of a road bike.
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Figure 3.8: This figure shows localization of atypical attributes for given classes. Not only do we
report unexpected attributes, but we also can sometimes localize atypical attributes in images. For
example, we don’t expect to see “skin” in a motorbike, but when we do we can localize the skin
reasonably well. Red colored points correspond to selected features. This figure should be viewed
in color.
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Table 3.1: This table compares our accuracies in traditional naming task with two simple base-
lines. Since the Pascal08 dataset is heavily biased toward “people” category, we report both overall
and mean per class accuracies. Mean per class accuracies appear in the parentheses. This table
also compares using attributes trained on selected features with those trained on whole features.
Columns marked as “All Attr.” refer to the cases when classifiers use both predicted semantic
and non-semantic attributes as features. Note that the attribute based representation does not help
significantly in the traditional naming task but it offers new capabilities (Figure 3.9).
each class. If a reliable attribute classifier predicts one of these typical attributes is absent, we
report that it is not visible in the image. Figure 3.6 shows some of these typical attributes that are
not visible in the image. For example, it is worth reporting when we do not see the “wing” an aero-
plane is expected to have. To qualitatively evaluate this task we reported 752 expected attributes
over the whole dataset which are not visible in the images. 68.2% of these reports are correct when
compared to our manual labeling of those reports (Figure 3.6). On the other hand, if a reliable
attribute classifier predicts an attribute which is not expected to be in the predicted class, we can
report that, too (Figure 3.7). For example, birds don’t have a “leaf,” and if we see one we should
report it. To quantitatively evaluate this prediction we evaluate 951 of those predictions by hand:
47.3% are correct. There are two important consequences. First, because birds never have leaves,
we may be able to exploit knowledge of object semantics to reason that, in this case, the bird is
in a tree. Second, because we can localize features used to predict attributes, we can show what
caused the unexpected attribute to be predicted (Figure 3.8). For example, we can sometimes tell
where the “metal” is in a picture that has people and “metal.”
3.5.2 Naming
Naming familiar objects: So far there is little evidence that our attribute based framework helps
the traditional naming task. However, this framework allows us to learn new categories from
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very few visual examples or even with pure textual description. We compare our performance in
naming task with two baselines, linear SVM and logistic regression applied to base features to
directly recognize objects. We use the Pascal training set as our train/val set and use the Pascal
validation set as our test set. Table 3.1 shows details of this experiment. A one vs. all linear SVM
can recognize objects with the overall accuracy of 59.4% using our predicted attributes as features,
comparing to the accuracy of 58.5% of base features. Because we assume that bounding boxes are
provided, we can not directly compare our results with other methods in the literature. It is also
worth noting differences between class confusions using our attribute based features and standard
recognition methods. The biggest increase in confusions using our attribute based representation
is between “chair” and “sofa.” The biggest decrease is between “bike” and “people.” The shifts in
the confusions may be due to our encoding of semantics.
Learning to Identify New Objects: The first test is to examine standard object recognition in
new categories. We use predicted attributes as features and one-vs-all linear SVM as classifier. If
we recognize classes in a-Yahoo set using attribute classifiers trained on a-Pascal, we get an overall
accuracy of 69.8%. If we train attributes on a-Yahoo as well, we get an overall accuracy of 74.7%,
compared to 72.7% using base features.
We can also recognize new classes with notably fewer training examples than classifiers trained
on base features (Figure 3.9). We choose a 1NN classifier for this task, mainly because we need to
learn from very few examples per category. As plotted in this figure we can learn new categories
using under 20% of the examples required by base features. This means that the overall accuracy
of training on almost 40 images per category (green circles) using our attributes is equal to that of
training on almost 200 images per category (purple circles) on base features.
Learning New Categories from Textual Description: A novel aspect of our approach is to
learn new categories from pure textual descriptions. For example, we can learn new categories by
describing new classes to our algorithm as this new class is “furry,” “four legged,” “has snout,”and
“has head.” The object description is specified by a list of positive attributes, providing a binary at-
tribute vector. We classify a test image by finding the nearest description to its predicted attributes.
Figure 3.9 shows that by learning new categories from textual description we could get an accuracy
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Figure 3.9: Accuracy vs. number of training examples per category. We can learn categories
with considerably fewer examples. Using 4 examples per class with 1NN classifier, which is our
only choice for so few examples, we can predict as well as with 20 examples per class using
base features. If we use almost 200 examples per category (purple circles) on original features
we are as good as using 40 examples (green circles) using our attributes. Note that the semantic
attributes are not designed to maximize discrimination. Discriminative attributes provide similar
performance when used with or without semantic attributes. Semantic attributes help us to achieve
enhanced visual capabilities without any loss in discrimination. Another interesting point about
our attribute base description is that we can recognize objects from pure textual description and
NO visual examples. As depicted above, recognizing objects from textual description (red arrows)
is as good as having almost 100 visual examples in semantic attribute space, 8 visual examples
in base features and 3 in semantic and discriminative attribute space. Red arrows indicate the
accuracy of learning new classes by textual description using whole and selected features.
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of 32.5%, which is equal to having almost 100 visual examples in semantic attribute space, 8 visual
examples in base feature space, and 3 examples in semantic and discriminative attribute space.
Rejection: When presented with an object from a new category, we want our model to rec-
ognize that it is doesn’t belong to any known category. For example, object models trained on
a-Pascal should all reject a category like “book” as unknown. The a-Yahoo set is an extremely
challenging dataset in rejection tasks for object models trained on a-Pascal (one has “wolf,” the
other “dog,” and so on). If we reject using confidences of one-vs.-all SVM’s used to learn a-Pascal
object models, we get chance performance (the area under the ROC curve for this rejection task
using base features is 0.5). However, by using attributes we reject significantly better, with an AUC
of 0.6.
3.5.3 Across Category generalization
Three tasks demand excellent across-category generalization: learning from very few examples;
learning from textual descriptions; and reporting unusual attributes. For example, in learning a car
category from very few examples, the “wheel” classifier has to mean “wheel” when it fires, rather
than predicting “wheel” and meaning “metallic.” Experiments below show that selected features
have significantly improved performance on these tasks compared to whole features. Furthermore,
they allow us to localize attributes, and to predict correlations accurately.
Semantics of Learned Attributes: Any task that relies strongly on the semantics of learned
attributes seems to benefit from using selected features. For example, selecting features improves
the results in learning from textual description from 25.2% to 32.5%, in reporting the absence of
typical attributes from 54.8% to 68.2%, and in reporting the presence of atypical attributes from
24.5% to 47.3%.
Localization: Selected features can produce better reports of location for the relevant attribute,
something whole features cannot do. Figure 3.10 compares localizations of three different at-
tributes using selected and whole features. As expected, classifiers trained on whole features tend
to pick correlated features rather than features related directly to the attributes. Instead, selected
features can roughly localize attributes in some cases. Figure 3.11 shows more examples of lo-
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Figure 3.10: Feature selection is necessary to localize attributes. For example, if we want to
learn a “hair” classifier we might end up learning a skin detector instead. This figure compares
localization of attributes based on classifiers learned on selected features with those trained on
whole features. Colored points are features with high positive response for attribute classifiers.
This implies that, by using whole features, we may not obtain classifiers with the semantics we
expect. For more results on localization of attributes using selected features see Figure 3.11
.
calizations of attributes using selected features. These figures suggest that learning classifiers on
whole features may result in classifiers that are confused about semantics.
Correlation: Attribute classifiers learned using whole features are biased to be correlated
in the way the training set is correlated. This means that, when applied to a test set that has
different statistics, the predictions of correlation do not agree with ground truth. Figure 3.12 shows
histograms of differences between the correlation in predicted attributes and the correlation in
ground truth attributes, using both whole and selected features on a-Pascal and a-Yahoo images.
Suppose we train a system to recognizes horses and people by mapping directly from image
features to categories. If our system is then faced with a centaur, it will be completely clueless. To
make a sensible report under these circumstances, the object representation must be in terms that
are useful to describe many objects, even ones that do not appear in the training set. Attributes
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Figure 3.11: Attribute localization using selected features.
are the natural candidate. If we make attributes the central representation for object recognition,
we are able to say more about an object than just its name. We can say how it is different from
the usual member of its category (for example, noticing that a bicycle looks like it has horns,
figure 3.7). Even if we don’t happen to have a model of an object, we can make useful statements
about it when we see it. We can build models using descriptions. For instance, we can recognize
a goat based on the description “four-legged, has face, has horns, has fur.” This means that we
could learn by reading. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first in computer vision to provide
these abilities to describe objects and learn from description. We expect further investigation of
attribute-based models in object recognition to be very fruitful. For example, [Lampert et al.,
2009] proposes an interesting application of attribute based representations for recognizing new
categories of animals.
Cross-category generalization is essential to these visual functions because they rely on the se-
mantics of the attribute report being correct. The area has received little attention, but an improved
understanding of cross-category generalization is essential to sustained progress in object recog-
nition. To deal with novel objects, we must be confident we have semantically accurate reports
of object properties in an image — e.g., we must know that “wheel” means “wheel,” not some
correlated property like “metal.”
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Figure 3.12: This histogram compares the differences between correlations in ground truth anno-
tation and predicted attributes using selected and whole features in a-Yahoo. Using whole features
introduces dataset dependent correlations. Feature selection helps to reduce this correlation.
We have proposed one method to achieve cross-category generalization: select features that
can predict the attribute within each class. This helps to decorrelate the attributes and leads to
much improved learning by reading and attribute localization.
Another reason to understand cross-category generalization better is that correlation between
target and other concepts causes widespread problems in the object recognition community. For
instance, it is still difficult to tell whether pedestrian detectors perform well because pedestrian
data sets are special, or because we are now excellent at detecting people. Evidence that we are
excellent at detecting people would be a person detector trained on the INRIA dataset [Dalal and
Triggs, 2005] that works well on the PASCAL-08 [Everingham et al., 2008]. So far, such a detector
is conspicuously absent. Most current object detectors work well only when the training and test
sets are very similar. Our work hints such detectors are likely learning as much about dataset biases
as about the objects themselves. To distinguish between these phenomena, we should most likely
devise tasks that, while not explicitly trained, can be accomplished if the target concept is well-
learned. We have provided two examples – cross-dataset evaluation on new objects, and looking
at localization without training to localize – but there are likely many other such tasks.
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3.6 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter we introduced attributes and showed how they can be used in reasoning about un-
familiar objects. Attribute based representations not only allow cross category generalizations that
result in reasoning about unfamiliar objects but also enables new visual functionalities. This chap-
ter shows that attributes can describe familiar and unfamiliar objects, can be used in inferences
about unusual properties of unfamiliar objects, and also learning novel categories with fewer or
no visual examples (from textual descriptions of categories). In this chapter, we assumed that the
bounding boxes of the objects are provided. This means that we didn’t have to deal with localiza-
tions of object (detection). In the next chapter, we relax this constraint by using the attributes to first
find and then describe the objects. We show that attribute based representation allows localization
of object from categories not observed during training.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDING AND DESCRIBING OBJECTS IN BROAD
DOMAINS
In this section, we propose a more flexible and integrative framework that enables new objects to
be understood with respect to known ones, allowing them to be partially recognized. Instead of
learning each category separately, we group objects within broad domains, such as “animal” and
“vehicle.” During training, we learn detectors for categories and parts that are shared across basic-
level categories. For example, “leg” and “four-legged animal” detectors are shared by dogs and
horses, while the “dog” detector applies only to dogs. Using a simple graphical model, we also
encode the correlations among attributes, including parts, categories, pose, and function. Through
a shared representation, we enable the system to predict that a horse is a four-legged animal and
that is standing and capable of walking, even if it has not seen any horses during training. During
testing, our system finds new objects by voting for object locations using our part and category
detectors. Using the learned correlations, the system then infers the attributes of the object and the
likelihood that it is within a known domain.
Our goal is to find and describe any object within known domains. This ability to generalize
beyond specifically trained tasks is crucial for many applications, but existing recognition datasets
are designed only for study of individual category recognition. Accordingly, we provide a new
CORE (Cross-category Object REcognition) dataset that allows development and study of object
models with intermediate semantics. Our dataset includes 2,800 images of natural scenes, with seg-
mentations and attribute annotations for objects in 28 categories of vehicles and animals. We train
on 19 categories of familiar objects and test on new images containing all 28 categories, including
9 categories of unfamiliar objects whose basic-level categories are not seen during training.
We perform experiments on two tasks: 1) find all animals and vehicles; and 2) assign attributes
to localized objects. We compare our method that integrates shared detectors and reasoning about
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Figure 4.1: Localizing and describing unfamiliar objects: In this result, our system has never seen
a horse or a carriage, but it is able to localize them and identify their parts, among other attributes.
attributes to a baseline that detects basic-level categories and infers attributes directly from the
categories. Our model outperforms the baseline by a surprising margin for both tasks, improving
recognition of familiar objects and doubling the recall of unfamiliar objects at a fixed false positive
rate.
Overall, we demonstrate the promise of an approach that infers an underlying semantic rep-
resentation through shared detectors. By learning about one set of animals or vehicles, we can
localize and describe many others. This ability is essential when a system must reason about any-
thing it encounters. In the past, limited availability of data and annotation has hindered attempts to
learn more integrated models. Our dataset should make such studies much more feasible.
4.1 Learning Shared Object Models
We have created a new dataset for studying shared representations and cross-category generaliza-
tion. We use it to learn shared appearance models, co-occurrence, and spatial correlations.
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Figure 4.2: Example of an annotation in CORE dataset.
Dataset
Representation is the key to effective knowledge transfer. Observations of biological systems sug-
gest that good representations can be learned automatically, leading to much research in unsu-
pervised discovery of latent structure in images or objects. However, for a passive machine that
cannot explore or manipulate objects, it is not known whether such structure can be discovered
from images without supervision.
To allow exploration of strongly supervised approaches and shared representations, we have
created a new CORE (Cross-category Object REcognition) dataset. We currently have roughly
3,000 annotated objects in 2,800 images, many gathered from ImageNet [Deng et al., 2009]. The
annotations for each object include object segmentation, segmentation of parts, category and part
labels, masks for common materials, pose, and viewpoint. In total, 28 different kinds of objects
(animals and vehicles) are annotated, as well as several dozen types of parts and ten materials.
We used labelers in Mechanical Turk with careful quality checks. Our annotation is motivated, in
part, by research in human concepts and categories [Murphy, 2002]. We show an example of an
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annotation in Figure 4.2, and typical scenes can be seen throughout in our result figures. In our
work, we use only a subset of the annotation: bounding boxes, names of objects, parts, poses, and
functional attributes. The dataset and annotations along with supporting code, documentation and
detector models are currently available at http://vision.cs.uiuc.edu/CORE.
In comparison to PASCAL VOC [Everingham et al., 2008], our dataset appears to be slightly
easier for basic-level object detection (average AP using [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008] is slightly
higher), likely because our dataset has fewer occluded vehicles, but our dataset includes several
very difficult categories (bat, whale, and boat) with AP less than 0.05. However, our dataset is
intended to study the much greater challenge of cross-category generalization in localization and
description.
4.1.1 Shared Appearance Models
Shared appearance models are the foundation of our approach. If we cannot detect parts or objects,
even the most sophisticated reasoning will be useless. We have some evidence [Everingham et al.,
2008] that object detectors can work well, if they are trained on many examples of whole objects
and tested on instances from the same categories. But can these methods learn to recognize parts
or broad categories in a way that generalizes across categories?
Our dataset allows us to answer this question. Using the code from Felzenszwalb et al. [Felzen-
szwalb et al., 2008] and our training set, we train detectors for parts (e.g., “leg” or “wheel”),
superordinate categories (e.g., “four-legged animal” or “four-wheeled vehicle”), and basic-level
categories (e.g., “dog” or “car”). These detectors model objects as mixtures of deformable “part”
models. These parts are latent and without intermediate semantics. They are modeled by his-
tograms of gradients (HOG) and allowed limited movement, providing robustness to small defor-
mations. We use the default settings, modeling objects as a mixture of two components, each with
a root and five latent parts (see [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008] for further details). We find that both
the mixture model and the latent “parts” improve recognition performance, even when detecting
simple semantic parts such as legs or wheels. Detection is performed by sliding window, followed
by non-maximum suppression with 0.5 overlap threshold for categories and 0.25 for parts. The de-
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Figure 4.3: Current object detectors can learn parts and superordinate categories that generalize
across basic-level categories. On the top row, we show the area under the ROC (AUC) for all
detectors that are required to generalize to unfamiliar objects, with the bottom showing full curves
for some examples. The categories of familiar objects are seen during training, while unfamiliar
objects are not. AUC is computed on the curve truncated at 2FP (see Section 4.3), so that chance
performance is approximately 0 and perfect is 1.
tector SVM outputs are calibrated using Platt’s probabilistic outputs algorithm [Platt, 2000] (fitting
a sigmoid) on the training set.
In Figure 4.3, we show the test accuracy of the trained detectors for both familiar and unfamiliar
objects. For instance, the “four-legged animal” detector needs to generalize from the familiar
objects – camels, dogs, elks, lizards, and elephants – to the unfamiliar objects, such as cows, cats,
and alligators. The superordinate categories tend to achieve about 60% of the recall at the same
false positive rate, while part detectors have greater variation in performance. Some parts are easily
detected and generalized. These parts include leg, wing, head, eye, and ear, for animals, and wheel,
license plate, and side window for vehicles. Some parts (not shown), such as rear-viewmirror, were
too small or too infrequent to learn well. Overall, these detection results show a surprising degree
of generalization across categories. This gives us hope for more integrated object models.
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4.1.2 Shared Correlations and Spatial Relations
Part locations, categories, and other attributes of objects are strongly correlated. Further, many
of these correlations are shared across categories. While dogs and cows look quite different, they
have roughly the same configuration of parts, poses, and so on. Some of these attributes can be
inherited from basic categories, but we also want to localize and describe objects from unfamiliar
categories. For localization, we use part and category detectors based on spatial models shared
across categories. For description, we propose a simple graphical model that loosely encodes
attribute correlations. The model is a form of topic model with “roots” that serve as soft clusters.
These clusters summarize the visual evidence in a way that allows us to infer other attributes. For
example, one cluster could correspond to four-legged animals lying down and facing left, while
another cluster might correspond to flying birds.
4.2 Finding and Describing Objects
Given an input image, we want to find all of the objects within known domains (here, animals and
vehicles) and infer their attributes. The first step is to apply our trained detectors for parts and
categories. We then obtain object candidates by accumulating votes from confident detectors. The
accumulation of voting confidence provides an initial score. Finally, we perform inference over
our graphical model to infer the likelihood of the object attributes.
4.2.1 Finding Objects by Voting
We train one localizer for animals and one for vehicles that predicts the object bounding box based
on the positions and confidences of category and part detections. Our voting method (illustrated
in Figure 4.4) is strongly related to existing works that vote based on learned codewords [Leibe
et al., 2008; Maji and Malik, 2009], distinctive keypoints [Chum and Zisserman, 2007; Vedaldi et
al., 2009], or human parts [Bourdev and Malik, 2009]. Of these, our method is most similar to
Bourdev and Malik [Bourdev and Malik, 2009], who select distinctive parts that correspond to a
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Figure 4.4: Illustration of voting method: Confident detections vote for object position and size.
Left: high confidence detections (box and name colors correspond). Center: sample of votes from
three detections (thick lines are detected box, thin lines are voted boxes). Right: object candidate
in red and detections that cast votes for it.
particular position in a supervised body pose. Our method differs in that the parts used for voting
are semantic, fully supervised, and, more importantly, shared across categories.
In training, we find all correct detections above a given confidence threshold (0.01 for the
calibrated detectors in our experiments). Then we compute and store the offset in scale and
position (relative to scale) for each ground truth object bounding box. For instance, both a de-
tected “head” and a detected “dog” will vote for the bounding box of the entire animal. This
allows us to vote from both parts and whole-object detectors. Denoting the detection box by cen-
ter {xd, yd} and scale {sxd, syd} and the ground truth object box {xo, yo, sxo, syo}, the offset is
{xo−xdsxd ,
yo−yd
syd
, sxosxd ,
syo
syd
}. During prediction, each offset gets an equal vote with the sum equal to the
detection confidence; the voted box is determined by the offset and the detection bounding box.
Some detectors may have hundreds of correct detections, many with nearly identical offsets. To
improve efficiency, we merge nearly overlapping offsets (intersection over union threshold of 0.85)
as a pre-process, accumulating votes appropriately.
During testing, we threshold detections by confidence (again at 0.01) and cast weighted votes
for each offset. These need to be combined into final votes for objects. The typical proce-
dure is accumulation through Hough voting [Maji and Malik, 2009] or mode-finding using mean
shift [Vedaldi et al., 2009]. We found these methods difficult to work with, because they are slow
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and require us to set various parameters. Instead, we use a simple two-step clustering procedure.
The first step is to perform non-maximum suppression of voted boxes. The most confident vote
is set as a cluster center. Remaining boxes in decreasing order of confidence are assigned to the
existing center with highest overlap or made into a center if the maximum overlap is less than the
threshold (0.5). The second step is a form of k-means, iterating between computing the weighted
mean of the boxes within a cluster and then reassigning each box to the nearest center (using
overlap, not Euclidean distance). Because these centers may drift towards each other, we repeat
these two steps several times until the number of centers is left unchanged. The initial score for a
candidate is given by the sum of confidences of voted boxes with at least 50% overlap.
The entire voting process takes about fifteen minutes to find all animals or vehicles in the set of
1400 test images, and it achieves high recall with few object candidates per image. With roughly
10-20 candidates per image, the system achieves 85% recall for familiar objects, and roughly 70%
recall for unfamiliar objects. The parts improve recall, especially for unfamiliar animals; without
them, recall drops by about 15%.
Though they improve recall, the part detections add little weight to the voting score because
they are not independently confident. To make better use of parts, we rescore the detections by
training logistic regression on the voting score and the localized part and category detections that
are described next.
4.2.2 Describing Localized Objects
The description task aims to predict binary attributes of a given localized object. We do this by
performing inference on the graphical model presented in Figure 4.5. In our model, the “root”
node generates each of the attributes, some of which generate detector observations. The spatial
part (Sp) nodes encode the visibility of the parts in one of the six spatial bins (whole, top, bottom,
left, center, right). The dsp encodes the strongest detector response in each of the spatial bins. BLC
stands for the basic level categories. The dblc is the maximum detector response with sufficient
overlap with the region of interest. Superordinate categories are handled by the Sc node. Similar
to the dblc, the dsc is the maximum detector response for superordinate categories. The remaining
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Figure 4.5: Graphical model representation of the root model. “R” is the root node through which
the attribute nodes “Sp”, “Blc”, “Sc”, “P”, “F”, and “Asp” communicate. Shaded nodes are ob-
served detector responses for spatial parts, basic level categories, and superordinate categories.
nodes encode attributes that do not directly rely on any detector. These attributes may not be
visually obvious, such as functional attributes (F), or hard to predict directly, such as aspect (Asp),
or not have enough training examples to train appearance models. The node “P” indicates if an
object has an attribute or not. This is different from the visibility of an attribute. For instance, “dog”
has “leg” regardless of the “leg” being visible or not. For this purpose, we consider including a set
of nodes “Sp” for spatial visible parts and another set of nodes “P” to consider the potentials of
having a part. We also have nodes for the functional attributes of objects such as “Can this object
bite?”
The model is learned using Expectation Maximization (EM). As the nodes are multinomial,
the derivation is straightforward. We show that this model improves the attribute prediction for
familiar objects and that of unfamiliar objects by considerable margins (Table 4.2).
Inference can be done in closed form shown in Equations 4.1 and 4.2 by marginalizing over
attributes with and without learned detectors. Equation 4.1 computes the marginals given the
observations for attributes Ai for which we have learned detectors (Ai ∈ {Sp,Blc, Sc}). Aj ￿= Ai
corresponds to all other nodes for which we have detectors.
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P (Ai = ai|d¯) ∝
￿
R
P (R)P (ai|R)P (ai|di)
P (ai)
∗
￿
Aj ￿=i
￿
Aj ￿=i
P (Aj|R)P (Aj|dj)
P (Aj)
(4.1)
The inference on attributes Bi ∈ {P, F,Asp} without any learned detector is obtained by
Equation 4.2:
P (Bi = bi|d¯) ∝
￿
R
P (R)P (bi|R)
￿
Aj
￿
Aj
P (Aj|R)P (Aj|dj)
P (Aj)
(4.2)
where Aj corresponds to all the nodes with detectors.
This framework allows us to learn separate root models for each domain and perform inference
over them jointly. To do so, we can simply change the priors for each root to sum to one over all
domains.
4.3 Experiments and Results
We perform experiments on two tasks: (1) find all animals or vehicles; and (2) describe localized
objects by their attributes. In each case, we measure how well we perform for familiar objects and
for the unfamiliar objects. Our experiments show that part and superordinate detectors can gener-
alize across basic categories (Figure 4.3) and that modeling objects in terms of shared properties
allows much better localization (Figures 4.6, 4.8) and description (Table 4.2) for both familiar and
unfamiliar objects.
Experimental Setup
Baseline Our baseline uses top-notch detectors [Felzenszwalb et al., 2008] to learn basic-level
categories. For localization, we calibrate the detectors and perform non-maximum suppression.
For description, we model the attributes as probabilistically inherited from the categories, and
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Localization Animal Vehicle
AUC F U C F U C
BLC Baseline .364 .126 .203 .644 .313 .425
Voting .456 .230 .303 .679 .441 .521
Full Model .471 .247 .320 .678 .468 .539
Table 4.1: Results of localizing familiar and unfamiliar objects: We compare AUC for localizing
familiar and unfamiliar objects (F=familiar, U=unfamiliar, C=combined) to a baseline that uses a
detector trained only on basic categories.
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Figure 4.6: We compare our ability to detect familiar and unfamiliar animals and vehicles. Our
model integrates shared parts and superordinate detectors. The baseline uses only the standard
basic-level detectors.
infer them by marginalization. Essentially, the baseline makes the basic categories the roots of our
model and does not use additional detectors. This is similar to the experiments in [Lampert et al.,
2009]. Our method substantially outperforms the baseline in both tasks, especially localization and
prediction of pose.
Evaluation To evaluate localization, we use area under the ROC curve, truncated at 2FP per
image to emphasize the high precision portion. In contrast to average precision, a recently popular
performance measure [Everingham et al., 2008], our measure does not depend strongly on the
density of positive examples. This is important because it allows us to meaningfully compare
curves computed for different populations of objects.
To evaluate the description task, we compute an ROC curve and its area (AUC) for each at-
tribute. We then average the AUCs within each of these attribute types: basic-level category,
superordinate category, existence of parts, pose, and function (section 4.2.2).
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4.3.1 Results for Finding Objects
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Figure 4.7: Qualitative results of finding and describing unfamiliar objects: Our system can find
animals and vehicles and localize their parts, even if it has never seen them before. The first
two rows show examples of detections for animals and vehicles like cows, cats, bicycles, buses,
carriages, or horses, which our system never observed. Often times, detected parts help the final
detection of unfamiliar objects. For example the the legs of the cows in the first row, or the wheels
of the carriage in the second row. Each solid-line bounding box is an object detection above a
given threshold (red=vehicle, green=animal), and dashed boxes show part detections that helped
to find the object (first three letters of part name shown). Black boxes indicate detected categories.
The third row depicts examples of detected familiar objects. The bottom row shows examples of
mistakes our system makes. For example predicting vehicle wings for the motorcycle. This is
mainly because of the fact that we do not enforce any consistency during localization.
In Table 4.1 and Figure 4.6, we compare our ability to find animals or vehicles to a baseline.
We can draw two conclusions. First, we are better able to recover familiar objects than unfamiliar
objects, as expected, we also do well on unfamiliar objects (Figure 4.8). Second, our method
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Domain Method
Average Has Part Basic-Cat Super-Cat Function Pose
F UnF F UnF F UnF F UnF F UnF F UnF
Animal
Root Model .757 .646 .798 .747 .755 NA .761 .591 .807 .602 .665 .649
Baseline .701 .591 .770 .648 .721 NA .710 .618 .732 .567 .571 .532
Vehicle
Root Model .854 .700 .929 .752 .885 NA .891 .778 .922 .691 .643 .578
Baseline .781 .652 .870 .723 .841 NA .849 .717 .801 .637 .544 .533
Table 4.2: Attribute prediction results on the CORE dataset: We compare our ability to infer at-
tributes to a baseline that infers them directly from predicted basic-level categories (measured by
average AUC). From part and category detectors, our method infers what parts an object has (re-
gardless of its visibility), the basic-level category (e.g., “dog”), the superordinate-category (“four-
legged animal”), function (“can jump”), and pose or viewpoint (“lying down”, “front side”). Our
model results in higher accuracy for each type of attribute, despite that some are directly pre-
dictable from basic categories. Familiar objects are seen during training. Unfamiliar objects are
not (F=familiar, UnF=unfamiliar)
outperforms the baseline by a large margin, especially for unfamiliar objects. The improvement
is amazing considering that we use the same detection method as the baseline and see the same
training examples. The difference is due to our appropriate use of our shared part and superordinate
detectors.
The baseline is computed by performing non-maximum suppression over the calibrated basic-
level category (BLC) detectors. Our method votes for object candidates using part and category
detection, weighted by confidence, and sums the votes as a score (Section 4.2.1). We also tried our
voting method using only BLC detectors and achieved similar results to the baseline, ensuring that
the improvement is due to our shared parts and superordinate categories. Although part detectors
improve our recall, they do not have a large impact on the voting score because they are rarely
confident. To make better use of them, we re-rank top candidates using logistic regression on the
voting score and all detector responses in our root model (dsp, dblc, dsc in Figure 4.5). This provides
a small but significant improvement.
4.3.2 Results for Describing Objects
Table 4.2 compares the ability of the root model for predicting attributes of objects with that of
using the baseline. Table 4.2 shows the area under ROC curve for familiar and unfamiliar objects.
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Our method improves attribute predictions for familiar and unfamiliar objects by large margins.
These results show the ability of this model to generalize across categories.
ANIMAL
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FUNCTION IS PREDATOR
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Figure 4.8: Our system can describe localized objects in terms of their attributes which are inferred
from localized parts and categories. The list of the attributes here are all of the attributes above
some thresholds. Our system correctly predicts the extended wing pose of one penguin, the bottom
view of the airplane, and the right side view of the bicycle. Penguin and airplane are familiar while
bicycle is an unfamiliar object for our system.
4.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we show how attributes can be used to find and describe objects. We show that
our system can find and describe objects from categories that have never been observed during
training. Our models are simple, and we rely on no hand-tuned parameters. Carefully designed
representations and a small amount of additional annotation is sufficient to achieve quantitatively
and qualitatively better results than existing detectors that are given only the names of objects.
Our study is only recently made possible by advances in detection, prolific data, and large-scale
annotation services. We believe that our dataset will open new avenues for familiar problems. For
example, active learning methods can use intermediate semantics to form more detailed queries.
Contextual methods may prove especially helpful for superordinate categories. There is also room
to better model correlations of attributes, encoding prior knowledge as soft constraints. Computer
vision has long progressed by subdividing problems; now we can further progress by rebuilding.
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CHAPTER 5
PHRASAL RECOGNITION
How should one detect complex visual composites, for example “a person riding a horse”? Con-
ventional wisdom suggests detecting components like “person” and “horse” independently, and
then describing the relation. This approach is motivated by the very large number of composites
that can be built by very few basic atoms. Also, there will be very few training examples for most
composites due to the increase in specifications.
The main weakness of this argument is that the appearance of the objects may profoundly
change when they participate in relations. For example, people riding horses take relatively few
postures, as do horses with people on their back. Relations may also create important occlusion
regularities. For instance, one leg of the rider is often occluded by the horse. As a result, visual
composites might be much easier to detect than their participant components. One extreme exam-
ple is a scene (e.g. kitchen). There are good “kitchen” classifiers, but none proceeds by finding
“toaster,” “coffeepot,” and “kettle,” then fusing.
Surprisingly, in the literature, there is no composite intermediate between objects and scenes.
In this chapter, we introduce such intermediate composites, which we call “visual phrases.” Visual
phrases correspond to chunks of meaning bigger than objects but smaller than scenes. We show
that the reduction in the visual complexity exhibited by visual phrases is often so great that very
accurate detectors can be trained with little training data. For example, our “person riding horse”
detector works much better than “person” and “horse” detectors while using less training data (see
Figure 5.4 for experimental data). Figure 5.1 shows examples of the cases where the best object
detectors miss objects, while the visual phrase detectors correctly localize visual phrases.
One reasonable concern is that the number of phrases grows exponentially in the number of
objects, and there may not be enough training data for each visual phrase. Our experience of visual
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Figure 5.1: Detecting visual phrases is often significantly more accurate than detecting partici-
pating objects. In image “a,” the bicycle detector and the person detector do not have accurate
responses whereas our “person next to bicycle” detector correctly finds the visual phrase. In image
“b,” the bottle detector does not produce any sensible detection while our “person drinking from
bottle” detector accurately finds instances of the visual phrase. The faces of the children are blurred
here due to privacy concerns. In image “c,” the person detector could only find one instance of a
person while our “person riding bicycle” detector finds 5 instances correctly. In image “d,” neither
the dog detector nor the sofa detector are producing reliable responses but our “dog lying on sofa”
detector finds the visual phrase correctly. We believe that detecting visual phrases are often much
easier than the participating objects because visual phrases exhibit less visual complexity. See
Figure 5.4 and Table 5.1 for quantitative evaluations.
Figure 5.2: Decoding process: We use visual phrase and object models to make independent
predictions. We then combine the predictions by a decoding algorithm that takes all detection as
input and decides on the final outcome. Note that a) Visual phrase recognition works better than
recognizing the participating objects. For example, the horse detector does not produce reliable
predictions about horses in this picture while the “person riding horse” detector finds one instance;
b) Our decoding then successfully adds two examples of horses and removes two wrong predictions
of people by looking at other detections in the vicinity.
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phrases mirrors the experience of machine translation community with linguistic phrases. The
number of useful visual phrases (phrases) is significantly smaller than the number of all possible
combinations of objects (words). There are many visual phrases that could occur during tasks
but we tend to encounter very few of those. Further, many visual phrases show substantially
reduced visual complexity compared to independent objects and so one doesn’t need to have a
large number of training examples to accurately learn visual phrases. For example, our “person
riding horse” detector, learned with default settings on only 50 positive examples, significantly
outperforms the heavily fine tuned state of the art models for “horse” and “person” learned on
thousands of examples (see Figure 5.4 and Table 5.1 for more details).
We believe that the current choice of categories, as basic atoms of recognition, is arbitrary. We
argue that these basic atoms should be chosen by performance criteria. Opportunism is the key to
this principle. Instead of learning some basic level detectors and using them no matter how good
they are, we learn detectors at different levels, and use reliable ones and then decode to obtain a
final interpretation (Figure 5.2). Decoding uses all detection responses to decide which detections
are worth reporting as the final result. Decoding is an inevitable part of multiple object detection.
The decoder may need to boost some detections and suppress others based on local context.
There is an analogy to machine translation problems wherein the alignment has to be estab-
lished between phrases and areas of images. One might think of our system as having a phrase
table with entities like “person,” “horse,” and “person riding horse.” The ultimate goal is to look at
all phrases and find the longest phrase that matches. This procedure is often called “decoding” in
machine translation. Our decoder has to take into account that some of the detectors should over-
lap, and when they overlap it has to decide which of the overlapping detectors are worth reporting.
In this chapter, we show the benefits of opportunistically selecting basic atoms of recognition
and the significant gain in directly detecting visual phrases. Our contributions are: 1) Introducing
visual phrases as categories for recognition; 2) Introducing a novel dataset for phrasal recognition;
3) Showing that consideration of visual phrases provides a significant gain over state of the art
object detectors coupled with state of the art methods for modeling interactions; 4) Introducing
a decoding algorithm that takes into account specific properties of interacting objects in multi-
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ple levels of abstraction; 5) Producing state of the art performance results in multi-class object
recognition.
5.1 Recognition Using Visual Phrases
Our task is to learn appearance models not only for basic level categories but also for richer levels
of abstractions (visual phrases). Having learned these appearance models, we show significant
gains in considering some visual phrases as a whole, instead of detecting the basic atoms and then
modeling the interactions (Figure 5.4 and Table 5.1). We also consider the problem of object recog-
nition in a multi-class framework and model the interactions between categories which includes
objects and visual phrases. We show significant boost in multi-class recognition performance using
our decoding method along with our visual phrase models compared to the state of the art basic
level models coupled with the state of the art interaction models.
To this end, we need to have a dataset of phrases and objects. There are multiple datasets
available for object recognition. Unfortunately, there is no test bed suitable for phrasal recognition.
Here, we introduce the first phrasal recognition dataset.
5.2 Phrasal Recognition Dataset
We first select 8 object classes from Pascal VOC2008 dataset [Everingham et al., 2010] that are
suitable for modeling the interactions between objects: person, bike, car, dog, horse, bottle, sofa,
and chair. We then add a list of 17 visual phrases using 8 selected object classes. Our visual
phrases are formed by either an interaction between objects or activities of single objects. These
visual phrases are: person riding horse; person sitting on sofa; person sitting on chair; person lying
on sofa; person lying on beach; person riding bicycle; horse and rider jumping; person next to
horse; person next to bicycle; bicycle next to car; person jumping; person next to car; dog lying on
sofa; dog running; dog jumping; person running; and person drinking from a bottle. We also add a
background class.
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Figure 5.3: Phrasal recognition dataset: The phrasal recognition dataset consists of 17 phrases
and 8 objects. There are 2769 images in this dataset and on average 120 images per category. This
figure shows 6 examples of 7 different visual phrases in our dataset. Rows correspond to visual
phrases: dog jumping; horse and rider jumping; person drinking from bottle; person jumping;
person lying on beach; person lying on sofa; person next to bicycle.
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Figure 5.4: Precision-Recall curves for detecting 10 visual phrases in our dataset compared to
the baseline. The comparison to this baseline is biased toward best possible outcome on the test
set. Please see section 5.4.1 for more information on the baseline. Note the significant gain in
detecting visual phrases compared to detecting objects and describing their relations. The gain is
astonishing because the phrase detectors are trained using at most 50 positive training examples
with default settings while the object detectors are heavily fine tuned and trained using thousands
of examples. Further, the baseline is heavily biased toward best possible outcome on the test set.
Please see Table 5.1 for detailed AP’s of all visual phrases in our dataset.
We use Bing image search to gather images for the phrases and manually filter out irrelevant
images. For basic level categories we used Pascal images. We manually obtain bounding boxes
of all the 8 objects along with 17 phrases for all of the images in the dataset. There are 2769
images (822 negative images) in our dataset, and on average each class has 120 examples. In
total, there are 5067 bounding boxes (1796 for visual phrases+3271 for objects) in this dataset.
As expected, the number of training examples decreases as the complexity of the phrase increases.
However, the collapse in the visual complexity of phrases is so great that one doesn’t need to have
many training examples to learn visual phrases (see section 5.2.1). This dataset and the phrase
models are publicly available at http://vision.cs.uiuc.edu/phrasal/. Figure 5.3
shows examples of images in our dataset.
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5.2.1 Appearance models
The appearance models for each category, including objects and visual phrases, are learned using
the latest version of deformable part models [Felzenszwalb et al., 2011]. We learn these models
for each of our 17 phrases in our dataset using the provided bounding boxes. Available models
on the 8 categories from Pascal [Felzenszwalb et al., 2011] are used as models for objects in the
phrasal recognition dataset. We use these models to evaluate the benefits of phrasal recognition.
Many of visual phrase detectors have accurately learned the phrase (Figure 5.4). This is mainly
due to the fact that often the appearance of visual phrases has limited variance comparing to the
objects in the phrase. For the same reason, the number of necessary training examples for training
appearance models for visual phrases can often be very small. Similar to object detectors, some of
the visual phrases are hard to train as they have higher variance in their appearance.
5.3 Decoding Multiple Detections
Decoding takes all detector responses as input and decides on the final outcome. Non-maximum
suppression (NMS) is the usual form of decoding. Perfect detectors with excellent tightly tuned
models should seldom, if ever, need decoding because there is no ambiguity in what to report. Cur-
rent detectors are not perfect, so decoding is a necessary part of every multiclass object detection
method.
One natural decoding strategy, which outperforms NMS, is to model the interaction between
objects by having pairwise terms in the scoring function [Desai et al., 2010]. This approach of-
ten yields intractable inferences and one needs to greedily search the space of labels. Pairwise
terms are used to model interactions between objects resulting in fiercely intractable combinatorial
problems which are hard to approximate.
Our philosophy is that well designed feature representations should make it unnecessary to
account for pairwise interactions. To do that, detector responses should be aware of other detectors
in a vicinity. We explicitly encode this in our feature representation resulting in very fast, exact
inference methods.
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Phrases Phrase Baseline Gain
(Trained with 50 positive images) (AP) (AP) (AP)
Person next to bicycle 0.466 0.252 0.214
Person lying on sofa 0.249 0.022 0.227
Horse and rider jumping 0.870 0.035 0.835
Person drinking from bottle 0.279 0.010 0.269
Person sitting on sofa 0.262 0.033 0.229
Person riding horse 0.787 0.262 0.525
Person riding bicycle 0.669 0.188 0.481
Person next to car 0.443 0.340 0.103
Dog lying on sofa 0.235 0.069 0.166
Bicycle next to car 0.448 0.461 -0.013
Dog Jumping 0.072 0.134 -0.062
Person sitting on chair 0.201 0.141 0.060
Person running 0.718 0.484 0.234
Person lying on beach 0.179 0.140 0.039
Person jumping 0.317 0.036 0.281
Person next to horse 0.351 0.287 0.064
Dog running 0.504 0.160 0.344
Table 5.1: The AP scores for all of the visual phrases in our dataset. We compare our visual
phrase detection results with a baseline detector that consists of the state of the art object detectors
coupled with an operator that tries to best model the relationships between objects. This baseline
is biased toward the best possible outcome on the test set. Please see section 5.4.1 for more details
on the baseline. Note the significant gain (third column) in using visual phrases compared to an
optimistic upper bound for detecting objects and modeling their relations. Some of the visual
phrase detectors like “horse and rider jumping,” “person riding horse,” “person riding bicycle”
show amazing gain. At the same time, some of the visual phrase detectors like “bicycle next to
car” doesn’t work as well. We demonstrate an opportunistic principle for selecting what detectors
to use based on performance. See section 5.3.
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Notation: Following the notation of [Desai et al., 2010], an image is represented as a collection
of overlapping bounding boxes which are represented by features xi. Write X = {xi : i = 1...M}
as the representation of an image whereM is the total number of bounding boxes for an image. To
get these bounding boxes we run all of the detectors on all of the images. For each bounding box,
we know its position, scale, and the confidence of the detector that reported this bounding box. We
also assume that there are K different categories and yi ∈ {0, 1} is the label for each bounding
box. yi = 1 means that the ith bounding box should be considered in the final response and yi = 0
is otherwise. Y = {yi : i = 1...M} is the entire label for image X. And ci ∈ {0, 1, ..., K} is the
indicator variable showing the category detector that selected the ith bounding box. The score of
labeling image X , with label Y , is defined as S(X, Y ) =
￿
iw
T
cixi, where i is the index to the
ith bounding box in image X , and wci is the set of weights that corresponds to the class of the
ith bounding box. We do not consider the pairwise relationships in the scoring function as these
relationships are encoded in our feature representation (section 5.3.1).
5.3.1 Representation
We expect our final score for each bounding box to be aware of the results of all other nearby
categories. We explicitly encode this in our feature representations. Our representation of an
image is based on representations of bounding boxes obtained on each image using all detectors
and consists of confidences, the amount of overlap and size ratio of neighboring bounding boxes.
To do that we run all of our detectors on each of the images. We consider three spatial relationships:
above, below, and overlapping. For each window, for each category, and for each of these spatial
bins, we consider the confidence of the best scoring window, its overlap, and its size ratio to the
represented window. We also add the confidence of the represented window to the features. This
means that our representation hasK × 3× 3 + 1 dimensions.
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bicycle bottle car chair dog horse person sofa
Detectors of [Felzenszwalb et al., 2011] .434 .429 .329 .213 .316 .438 .295 .204
[Desai et al., 2010]without phrases .431 .425 .191 .225 .297 .475 .204 .167
[Desai et al., 2010]with phrases .449 .435 .228 .217 .316 .462 .286 .204
Our decoding without phrases .437 .434 .330 .216 .329 .440 .297 .218
Our decoding with phrases .457 .435 .344 .227 .335 .485 .302 .260
Table 5.2: Phrasal recognition helps object detection. This table compares the performance of
our decoding with that of [Desai et al., 2010] with and without visual phrases using per class
AP’s. Adding visual phrases helps detection of objects. This table also shows that our decoding
outperforms the state of the art object detectors of [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] and state of the art
multiclass recognition method of [Desai et al., 2010].
5.3.2 Inference
We assume bounding boxes are independent given their features. Our feature design makes this
assumption reasonable and so our inference is exact. Our inference is
Y ∗ = {y∗i , i = 1...M}
yi
∗ = argmax
yi
wTciΦ(X, yi) (5.1)
where i is the index to bounding boxes and wci is the corresponding weights for the class of the
ith bounding box and Φ(X, yi) generates features for that bounding box. This is very simple exact
inference as yi ∈ {0, 1} and yi’s are independent.
5.3.3 Learning
Our model is a form of max margin structure learning. The structured label Y has to be predicted
using our decoding model. The objective function takes the form of:
min
w,ξ
￿
c∈{0,...,K}
1
2
￿ wc ￿22 +λ
N￿
n
ξn (5.2)
s.t.∀n,Hn, S(Xn, Yn)− S(Xn, Hn) ≥ L(Yn, Hn)− ξn
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where n ∈ {1, ..., N} is the index to the image and L is the loss between the hypothesis Hn =
{hn,i, hn,i ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1...M} and the true structured label Yn, ξn is a slack variable, and λ
is the tradeoff between regularization and loss. This max margin formulation requires all of the
hypotheses to score lower than the ground truth labels by at least the amount of loss. We model
the loss as hamming loss. Eq. 5.2 can be reformulated as
min
w
￿
c∈{0,...,K}
1
2
￿ wc ￿22 + (5.3)
λ
N￿
n
M￿
i
wTci(φ(Xn, h
∗
n,i)− φ(Xn, yn,i)) + L(H∗n, Yn)
s.t. H∗n = argmax
Hn
M￿
i
wTciφ(Xn, hn,i) + L(Hn, Yn) (5.4)
Fortunately, in this min-max formulation, our inner maximization is exact and very fast. We solve
this optimization problem by subgradient descent method as follows.
We first randomly initializewci’s and solve forH∗’s in the inner maximization problem, Eq 5.4.
This is an easy maximization as hi ∈ {0, 1} and the labels for bounding boxes are independent
given their features. We then fix the H∗’s and use the subgradient of the objective function to
minimize it. The step size is 1/t where t is the number of iterations. Having taken one step, we
fix wci’s and search for H∗ again. We iterate till we converge. The convergence criteria is set by
looking at the consecutive improvements on the objective value.
When converged, we use w∗ci in the inference model (Eq. 5.1) to rescore the bounding boxes
accordingly and also infer final labels.
5.4 Experiments and Results
To evaluate phrasal recognition and our decoding method we show extensive quantitative results on
two tasks: a) single category detection, and b) decoding: multi-category detections. We compare
our results to state-of-the-art performance results in both tasks.
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Figure 5.5: Qualitative results of decoding: Rows 1 and 2 depicts our results before and after
decoding, respectively. The same applies to rows 3 and 4. For example, in image “a,” our decoding
boosts the confidence of the bicycle classifier and suppresses the confidences of wrong person
detections using a reliable “person riding bicycle” detection. In image “c,” a confident “dog lying
on sofa” detector improves the confidence of the sofa detection and decreases the confidences
of wrong person detections. In image “d,” the “person sitting on chair” detector increases the
confidence of the chair detection. Our decoding shows that visual phrases help object detection
and vice versa. In image “b,” the confident sofa detection boosts the confidence of “dog lying on
sofa” detection.
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Figure 5.6: Qualitative results for phrasal recognition: Phrasal recognition significantly outper-
forms detection of participating objects and then modeling their interactions. This figure shows
examples of visual phrase detections where independent objects couldn’t be found using state of
the art object models. For example, in image “a,” the person detector failed to localize the lady in
the red dress while our “person next to bicycle” detector localizes her accurately. In image “b,” the
person detector fails to localize the baby and our “person drinking from bottle” detector correctly
finds this visual phrase.
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5.4.1 Single Category Detection
We use deformable part models with default settings [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] to train detectors
for our 17 visual phrases. For objects we use the trained models from [Felzenszwalb et al., 2011].
These models produce state of the art results in the single object detection task on Pascal dataset.
We show significant gain in modeling the visual phrases compared to separately detecting partic-
ipating objects, then modeling the relations. Figure 5.4 shows Precision-Recall (PR) curves for
some of the visual phrase detectors. We trained these detectors with at most 50 positive examples.
Many of the visual phrase detectors produce promising results. To further demonstrate the sub-
stantial gain in considering visual phrases, we compare our visual phrase detectors with a baseline
that tries to best model interactions between objects.
The baseline takes the confidence responses of participating object detectors as input and tries
to best model the interactions between the objects. It is challenging to build a perfect detector that
also takes into account interactions of objects. So, we build a baseline detector that performs on
the test set as best as it can. The performance of the baseline can be regarded as an optimistic
upper bound on how well one could detect visual phrases by detecting participating objects using
the best current detectors. We run detectors for each of the participating objects and consider
overlapping responses. There are multiple ways of modeling the interactions between objects: a)
We extend the bounding boxes of the overlapping responses of participating objects to estimate
the bounding box of the visual phrase. We then compute the average of the confidences of the
bounding boxes of the participating objects to estimate a score for the estimated bounding box. We
then use this score to produce PR curves; b) This is similar to “a” but we consider the minimum of
the confidences of participating objects rather than their average; c) This is similar to “a” and “b”
but we use maximum confidence instead of the average or the minimum; d)We regress the position,
scale, and confidence of the final phrase prediction against the positions, scales, and confidences
of the participating objects on the test set. To produce the best possible outcome, we run all of
these procedures and pick the one that best performs on the test set. Estimates of performance
of this baseline are generous because we choose a combination that best performs on the test set.
To be more conservative, we run the baseline with two sets of detectors (state-of-the-art models
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in [Felzenszwalb et al., 2010] trained on our dataset, and state-of-the-art models in [Felzenszwalb
et al., 2011]) and pick the best one.
To evaluate our phrase detectors, we test each of the visual phrase models and the correspond-
ing baseline detector on a test set of approximately 200 images. Each test set has roughly 50
positive and 150 negative examples. The negative images are selected in a way that they do not
contain any examples of participating objects. For phrases that have only one participating object
the baseline would be the corresponding models from [Felzenszwalb et al., 2011].
Figure 5.4 depicts comparisons between the visual phrase detection results and the baseline.
Note the significant improvements using visual phrase detectors trained on only 50 positive ex-
amples and default settings compared to heavily fine tuned object detectors [Felzenszwalb et al.,
2011] trained on thousands of examples. Further, the baseline is learned on the test set. Table 5.1
shows Average Precision (AP) for all of the visual phrase detectors compared with the results of
the baseline detectors. In most cases our visual phrase detectors are outperforming the baseline
detectors by significant margins despite the fact that the baseline is designed to perform best on the
test set. There are visual phrases like “dog jumping” where neither the visual phrase detectors nor
the baseline detectors have promising results. These are hard objects and visual phrases with un-
manageable variance in appearance. The results in Figure 5.4 and Table 5.1 support the neglected
fact that the appearance of the objects may change when they interact. Figure 5.4 and Table 5.1
show amazing gains when considering visual phrases.
5.4.2 Decoding
We compare our decoding algorithm with that of [Desai et al., 2010] on our phrase dataset. This is
to evaluate our decoding method with other decoding methods, not to evaluate the merits of phrasal
recognition as all of our detectors, including visual phrase detectors, are provided as input to all
decoding methods. We run all of the detectors for all of the phrases, as well as for the objects,
and construct the features as explained in section 5.3.1. We then use our decoding algorithm to
learn a set of weights that rescore the confidences of the bounding boxes based on interactions.
We compute per class AP, overall AP, and mean per image AP for comparisons. We also learn the
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model of [Desai et al., 2010] using the publicly available code on our dataset. We again rescore
the confidences of the bounding boxes using the weights provided by this model and compute per
class AP, overall AP and mean per image AP. All these three decoding procedures are learned on
visual phrases as well as objects. Our decoding gets an overall AP of 0.319 and mean per class AP
of 0.495 comparing to the overall AP of 0.313 and mean per class AP of 0.493 for [Desai et al.,
2010] and AP of 0.308 and mean per class AP of 0.491 for NMS using models in [Felzenszwalb
et al., 2010]. We believe that encoding the interactions in the representation makes the models
more manageable comparing to encoding the interactions by pairwise terms in the model and so
resulting in better performance in decoding.
5.4.3 Phrasal Recognition Helps Object Detection
We learn our decoding model and the method of [Desai et al., 2010] using only the objects (not
phrases) and compare it with the case when we consider both phrases and objects. Table 5.2 shows
per class AP’s for both our decoding and that of [Desai et al., 2010] with and without phrases.
Significant gains in the performance of detectors when coupled with visual phrases establish the
importance of visual phrases coupled with reliable decoding.
Our decoding helps recognition of single objects using phrases. For example, in image “a” of
Figure 5.5, a confident “person riding bicycle” detector helps boosting the bicycle detection and
suppressing wrong person predictions. Object detections also help visual phrase recognition. For
example, in image “b” of Figure 5.5, the confident sofa detector boosts the confidence of the “dog
lying on sofa” detections.
5.5 Chapter Summary and Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduce visual phrases, show significant gains in considering them, introduce
the phrasal recognition dataset, and a decoding algorithm that outperforms state of the art methods.
Building long enough phrase tables is still a challenge.
The dimensionality of our features grows with the number of categories. However, there is no
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need to consider all of the categories when we model the interactions. For this reason, one might
only consider a fixed number of categories for each bounding box.
We speculate that the relations between attributes and objects, parts and objects, visual phrases
and scenes, and objects and visual phrases mirror one another. Future work will investigate systems
to decode complete sets of detections that cover the semantic spectrum.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The primary focus of this thesis has been on object recognition where it seeks deeper insights to
profound questions about recognition. The material presented in this manuscript suggests that the
basics of recognition that we typically take them for granted are more subtle than we expected.
More specifically, there are two main questions that this thesis raises: What should be recognized
as atoms of recognition? and what should be reported as the output of a recognition system.
Basic Atoms of Recognition: At what level of complexity should we recognize objects? Sur-
prisingly, there is no principled answer. The current choice of categories as basic atoms of recogni-
tion is arbitrary. Attribute based representation, poselets [Bourdev and Malik, 2009], along with a
large body of part based methods show that considering smaller elements like parts, attributes and
poselets improves recognition performance considerably. The phrasal recognition chapter demon-
strates that recognition of complex visual composites (like “a person riding a horse”) as a whole
works much better than detection of participating components (like person and horse) and then
describing the relations [Farhadi and Sadeghi, 2011]. Because the appearance of the objects may
profoundly change when they participate in relations. For example, people riding horses take rela-
tively few postures as do horses with people on their back. As a result, visual composites might be
much easier to detect than their participant components. We argue that these basic atoms should be
chosen by performance criteria. Opportunism is the key to this principle. Instead of learning some
basic level detectors and using them no matter how good they are, we learn detectors at different
levels and use reliable ones and then decode to obtain a final interpretation. Decoding uses all
detection responses to decide which detections are worth reporting as the final result. Decoding
is an inevitable part of multiple object detection systems. The decoder may need to boost some
detections and suppress others based on local context.
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What should be recognized still remains an interesting, crucial and yet open question. “Person”
can be considered as one object, can be composed of multiple parts, or can be a part of a visual
phrase! What is the right atom of recognition?
Outcome of Recognition: This thesis also raises concerns about the output of recognition sys-
tems. What should a recognition systems say as the final outcome. There are variety of answered:
name tags, descriptions in terms of attributes, sentences or etc. We argue that the form of the out-
come of a recognition system should be task driven. Different recognition tasks require different
forms of knowledge representations. This suggests that making any hard decision in terms of the
output of recognition too early in the process is not beneficial. In an ideal case, a recognition sys-
tem should gather all the information and represent it in a form most suitable for further inferences
depending on the task. This implies that there should be a formalism for recognition tasks. What
should be reported as a final outcome of a recognition system seems to be another interesting,
crucial and yet open question in recognition.
6.1 Future Plans
My long term goal in object recognition is to produce human quality descriptions of images. These
descriptions can be in form of phrases, sentences, and even paragraphs. This has numerous poten-
tial applications (for example, in image search) and provides us with deeper insights to perception,
language, and categories. This goal is ambitious, but I believe this milestone is not as remote as it
seems. We now have powerful machineries provided by computer vision, machine learning, and
natural language processing communities, all of which bear on this point. Over the next few years,
I plan to focus on three, not necessarily disjoint, aspects of this long term goal: How to inter-
pret images by rich and accurate descriptions? How to produce abstract descriptions in terms of
functionalities and affordences? How to select what to predict for an image?
Image Interpretation by Reasoning in Semantic Spectrum: I plan to paint together all the
scattered sets of ideas on reasoning about objects using their parts, reasoning about objects using
their attributes [Farhadi et al., 2009a; Farhadi et al., 2010a], reasoning about visual phrases us-
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ing objects [Farhadi and Sadeghi, 2011], reasoning about scenes using objects [Loeff and Farhadi,
2008], and come up with a unified framework to help produce richer and more accurate interpreta-
tions of images. This is not necessarily a bottom up or top down approach. A confident prediction
in each of these levels should propagate necessary information in all directions. For example, a
confident visual phrase prediction should help scene predictions as well as object and part predic-
tions. To enrich image descriptions, I want to use attributes to predict adjectives for objects and
adverbs for actions. A decoding algorithm will take all of these predictions as input and provide a
final interpretation of an image by reasoning about semantic and spatial relationships.
Function and Affordance: I also plan to devise methods to reason about scenes in terms of
affordance and functionality. Looking at a picture of a living room, an example question would
be: “where can I sit and watch TV?” The answer to this question requires decent estimates of the
geometry of the scene, materials, lighting, attributes, and functionalities of pixels or regions. It
needs a complex mixture of high level vision coupled with low level vision in an unconventional
way. One needs to infer the material of surfaces and their physical supports to be able to reason
about the affordance of regions. At the same time, any information about the affordance of objects
may significantly help reasoning about materials and geometry.
Knowledge Selection: Often, people tend to agree on what to leave out when they talk about
an image. There is very little known about this problem. An object recognition system should
provide information at multiple levels and needs to decide what to include in each level.
Applications: Progress in object recognition will enable a range of possible applications in-
cluding autonomous robots, household robots, security and surveillance applications, and health
care systems. The unified framework that I plan to establish has crucial impacts in image under-
standing and consequently on any application that requires a deep understanding of images. Most
of the time, a surveillance system is faced with unfamiliar objects and activities. Being able to
generalize across familiar categories is a direct benefit of our framework. Automatic navigation
and personal aid systems are applications of the affordance based method. Being able to navigate
and function through a scene needs more than geometry. Modeling the appearance, affordance,
function, and geometry together might resolve this issue.
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